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This document has been prepared to support the application to have the site of the 

battle of Fulford added to the Register of Battlefields.  
The level of detail and style of this document is intended to brief those who are not familiar with the 

site, literature, the modern or 1066 landscape at Fulford including an overview with discussion of the 

physical evidence. Much has changed with the planning situation and the research at Fulford since 

the previous application, including four seasons of excavation. 

This paper sets out how the site of the battle can be uniquely and consistently identified by the 

different strands of research.  This research plan was set out in a methodology that was widely 

debated and specific to searching for battles pre-dating fortifications and firearms. It was published 

as a part of a successful application for a maximum Heritage Lottery Grant in 2003.  

The paper has five sections. 

1. The written sources are the starting point.  

a. This paper examines the literature with a focus on the landscape as the date, 

participants and outcome are known. 

b. Rather than setting the literature in isolation, this paper links it to the research 

undertaken to locate the battle of Fulford, highlighting discrepancies and their 

resolution. 

c. Location an ancient battle is accomplished be assessing the many pieces of evidence. So 

this paper adopts the convention of presenting the data and then interpreting it. Those 

wishing to follow the narrative of all the early work leading to its conclusion are referred 

to Finding Fulford (2011).  

2. The second section outlines the landscape research that was at the core of this investigation and 

links back to discussion of the literary sources in the previous section.  

a. It also covers the recent excavations and what they have revealed. 

b. The data has been published in Finding Fulford with the landscape archaeological 

investigation to reveal the 1066 landscape of an area beyond the battlesite itself. 

3. The landscape investigations included all of the alternative sites that had been proposed. 

a. Eight alternatives were identified as a part of the project. 

b. Although they all fail as the core of the battle, it is noted that the battle was peripheral 

to a number of the investigated alternate locations for the battle.  

4. Next, the archaeology undertaken on the battle site is outlined. These excavations were only 

undertaken once the site had been confidently identified. 

a. Archaeological data does not form a part of assessment process according to the 

battlefield selection guide which points out that no finds should be expected, citing the 

EH publication (Foard & Morris 2004).  

b. However, because this battle site was confidently identified it provided a unique 

opportunity to test what might survive from such an archaeologically ephemeral event 

and provided a test for the methodology employed. 

5. The summary and conclusion first outlines the history of the planning process at Fulford. This is 

relevant because the reader needs to understand how uncertainty was injected into what is a 

remarkably clear picture about the location of the battle of Fulford. 

a. It shows how all parties actually recognise Germany Beck as the likely battlesite. 

b. A summary of some meeting notes, obtained using EIR, reveal how some false 

information was introduced to cast doubt. 

c. The consequences of the planning decision are traced in the earlier designation process. 
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A number of annexes have been added.  

▪ Sixteen papers (annex A) are being prepared with multiple authors to cover all aspects of this 

project and publish the data. In many cases, the location of the battle will be incidental to the 

discussion of these papers. They will extend and expand the data published in 2011 in Finding 

Fulford and include the excavations undertaken during the last decade. Because these will be 

data rich and light on writing and interpretation, the team is working to publish them all next 

year. 

▪ The issue of assessing different translation of ancient sources is set out using one example since 

this was raised during the previous designation process.  Provided no prepositions are 

substituted, as those opposing designation did previously, different translations tell the same 

story. 

▪ Naming evidence is also included since this was, and continues to be, employed by those 

opposing designation to suggest that names which came into use before the time of the battle, 

might in fact have been named to reflect the battle. 

▪ Annex D has some images which illustrate how much of the site can still be appreciated, 

notwithstanding the construction of the access road. The images show that this heritage asset is 

open to the public, along accessible paths; but it also outlines the emerging threats to the site 

which makes the registration of the site so important. 

▪ Annex E is a seven-page narrative of the battle with some additional, later sources, illustrating 

how the battle can interpreted on the landscape.  

The presentation of this data is designed to show that the use of terms such as ‘most likely’ or 

‘probable’ in connection with the location of this battle are misplaced since Fulford can be uniquely 

placed in the landscape. Fulford has been favoured by the landscape morphology to make it the 

‘only possible’ place that fits all of the available evidence, securely locating the battle in the 

landscape. 

The fact that it can be uniquely located in the landscape is not surprising. The summary will 

document how all parties accept Germany Beck as the focus of much of the action. This paper 

gathers the evidence to make this location secure.  

It is ironic that in devising the methodology I was the only person to who would not accept the beck 

as the only viable location and insisted on investigating the whole of the area of Fulford so I can now 

be doubly confident about locating the battle. 

Chas Jones      November 2017 

.  

The glossary of locations, left, includes 

many of the place names found in the 

subsequent pages. It is placed on a 

LIDAR image which gives an indication 

of the topography with modern 

structures also visible. It shows the 

isolated landscape of the battlesite. 

A compressed narrative (annex E) of the 

battle has been included making 

reference to these names and terms.  
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1 Written sources covering Fulford 
The memory of battles is passed to us in various written records and so provides the only sensible 

starting point for finding the site of the 1066 battlesite of Fulford. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles are 

brief and the southern chroniclers (A & B) make no mention of the northern battles from this 

momentous year. 

Then, before that King Harold could arrive, then Edwin the Earl and Morcar the Earl gathered from 

their earldom as great a force as they could get together; and they fought against the army, and 

made great slaughter: And there was much of the English people slain, and drowned, and driven 

away in flight; and the Northmen had possession of the place of carnage. And this fight was on the 

vigil of St. Matthew the apostle, and it was Wednesday [20th September] (ASC C) 

and they both went into Humber, until they came to York. And Morcar the earl, and Edwin the earl, 

fought against them; and the king of the Norwegians had the victory. (ASC D) 

and both went up the Humber until they reached York. And Earl Morcar and Earl Edwin fought 

against them and the king of Norway had the victory.” (ASC E) 

They tell us who took part in the battle, when it took place and the outcome. Two surviving 

chronicles give the location as ‘York’ while ASC C locates the battle to the ‘south of York’.  

As living memory of the conquest year began to fade, two later chroniclers identify Fulford as the 

site of the battle. While naming Fulford, these English sources provide a little more data to help 

identify the specific site. We will read later that the Norse sources provide further descriptions of the 

landscape denied to us by the ASC.  

Symeon was writing his Historia about 50 years after the battle records that:  

“Earl Tosti with his fleet ….and with a quick voyage they entered the mouth of the river Humber and 

so sailing up the Ouse they landed at a place called Richale, and took York after a hard struggle. The 

Brother earls Edwin and Morkar with a large army, joined battle with the Norwegians at Fulford, 

near York, on the northern bank of the river Ouse and at the first onset of the fight they overthrew 

many; but after a long continuance of the contest, the Angles, unable to resist the force of the 

Norwegians, turned their backs not without some loss of their men and many more of them were 

drowned in the river than fell in the field. The Norwegians were masters of the field of slaughter…”  

This describes a battle of two halves, with the earls overthrowing the invaders at first but then being 

defeated. This matches the narrative provided by the Norse sources which are perhaps suggesting 

that there was a plan to lure Earl Morcar off the high ground. Linked with landscape evidence, we 

see King Harald’s the counter-attack crossing to the north bank of the beck from the river Ouse 

where several sources say his army was moored. This location links to archaeological evidence 

placing King Harald’s forces on the south bank of the Ouse where they were under missile attack 

from the Mercian army on the opposite bank, the Middlethorpe Ings, until the falling tide allowed 

the Norse counter-attack to be launched. 

A second chronicler, Geoffrey Gaimar, was writing in rhyming couplets about 1140. It has been 

suggested that he had access to the ASC because he was tasked with translating the ASC into 

Norman French. The place name of Fuleford matches the name used in the Domesday survey linked 

to Water Fulford (part of Warter Hundred and East Riding) although naming and spelling consistency 

was not an issue until recent centuries but allows it to be linked to the modern Fulford. (Nearby 

Fuletorp is associated with Gate Fulford, nearer York.) The two earls, at the head of armies from 

seven counties, joined battle. The clash took place at Fulford, and there was a great loss of life on 

both sides before the Norsemen won the day. 
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Gaimar has King Harald staying at St Wilfrid’s, rather than Riccall, and then sailing onto Fulford on 

the eve of the battle. The 1066 tides, which were calculated for us by the Hydrographer to the Navy, 

would certainly favour an evening arrival at Fulford although arriving on the morning of the battle 

cannot be ruled out. The stone staithe, where there was space for at least 50 of the King’s fleet to 

beach, was adjacent to land owned by Earl Tostig’s with an 11C hall until his exile the year before. 

The latter would therefore have well understood the working of the exceptional tides in September 

and been able to advise on a battle plan.  

John of Worcester and Henry of Huntingdon both repeat the information within the ASC although 

the latter notes that the battle is still visible on the south side of York and this finds an echo in 

Orderic Vitalis who notes, when referring to Stamford Bridge, that The field of battle may be easily 

discovered by travellers, as great heaps of the bones of the slain lie there to this day, memorials of 

the prodigious numbers which fell on both sides,... The location of bone fragments in one layer 

probably washed there by the beck is discussed later. 

Vita Edwardi Regis, written at the behest of dowager Queen Edith Godwinson, only implies that a 

battle took place noting that the ‘Ouse was chocked with bodies’ before another oblique reference 

to the fratricidal battle at Stamford Bridge. The identification of the Ouse as the place of a causeway 

of corpses is not feasible on account of the river’s breadth and depth and strength of the tidal bore. 

It is feasible that this refers to Germany Beck, which one Orkney source calls the Upper Ouse, and 

where excavation has identified a choke point, with a raised road surface, which would retain the 

fallen when the tide ebbed. The mention of bodies blocking the flow finds an echo in the Norse 

sources quoted below.  

French sources writing about 1066 are silent about Fulford. The surviving Conquest literature pre-

date the English historians quoted above by two generations, so the French writers could not have 

read any of them to discover what happened in the north of England. One later writer, Wace, 

dismisses King Harold’s absence in the north at the time of the Norman invasion as the action of a 

negligent party-person neglecting any mention that the purpose of his journey was the northern 

battles!  

Just under a century after English historians began recording the story of English kings, unknown 

scholars undertook the same role in Norway. Perhaps the Norse lacked an early incentive to 

document their history because the oral transmission of skaldic verse survived, preserving their 

history. The delay in recording might also reflects the slower adoption of writing through the 

establishment of monasteries. There was, after all, little point in making a written record if there 

were few to read it. Perhaps Norway had reached the ‘critical mass’ that made history writing a 

worthwhile venture although Snorri Sturluson, the last of the Norse chroniclers, in the introduction 

to Heimskringla notes another motivation which is the failure of education to teach an appreciation 

of skaldic verse.  

So, it was not until the 13th century that Norse history is recorded in prose writing. But this delay 

does not diminish their value. Snorri Sturluson explains what he would accept as evidence, setting 

out his method in a way that would be acceptable to modern scholars. The International Skaldic 

Poetry Project has also identified and re-translated the source verse upon which the histories were 

based. In the case of Fulford much of what we now read is a verbatim transposition from the skaldic 

verses and skaldic verse is itself recognised as a contemporary record of events. The skalds were 

what we might now call ‘embedded reporters’. As with the later English sources, Norse writers have 

incorporated insights not found in the earlier sources which provide us with a number of distinct, 

rather than derivative, versions of events. 
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Arguably the most famous of the Norse histories is the last, known as Heimskringla. The value of 

Heimskringla rests on the work of earlier scholars who had already begun transcribing and 

synthesising the emerging written and oral records. However, it was not the first. 

Among these are the Agrippa, Fargskinna and Morkinskinna. Agrip af Noregskonungasqgum, or a 

‘Short summary of the Histories of the Kings of Norway’, has been variously dated from the late 12 

century to the 14 century making it arguably the first surviving Norse history. Its economic style and 

brevity mirrors that of the ASC but is expansive about the events of 1066. When Harald had ruled all 

Norway for 19 years after the death of Magnus, a man came from England, named Tostig. He was a 

jarl and the brother of Harold Godwinson, who then ruled England, and though his right of birth was 

equal to Harold’s he was deprived of everything. He asked support of Harald and promised him half 

of England if they should win it. Harald took his army there and they won all Northumbria. 

Fargskinna has the inscribed title of this work is ‘A Catalogue of the Kings of Norway’. This work or 

its antecedents are believed to have been completed before 1210. Scholars have suggested that 

while Morkinskinna relied on oral traditions, the Fargskinna was authored by ‘a conservative 

arranger of earlier written sources’. [Alison Finalay Introduction to 2004 edition 9004131728] 

From there he sailed the fleet south to the Humber and went up along the river to the Ouse. There 

the jarls of Northumbria, Mojukari [Morkere] and Jarl Valbjofr of Hundatun [Waltheof of 

Huntingdon] came against them with an overwhelming force, which had been gathering together all 

the autumn. King Haraldr offered them resistance went up onto the river bank and drew up his 

troops there with one flank of the army facing towards the river and a second towards a certain 

ditch. And that was deep and full of water. 

The jarls sent their army with all its men slowly down along the river above the king’s standard. The 

ranks were thickest there but sparsest beside the ditch. When the fighting had been going on for a 

short time, the flank of Haraldr's army lining the ditch gave way, and the Englishmen pressed them 

hard at that moment, expecting that the Norwegians would flee. King Haraldr with his troop 

advanced so hard that (the enemy), gave way before him in two directions. Then flight broke out in 

the land army and the flank that was nearest to the ditch jumped out into it. And Morukari had been 

moving with the standard that was nearest to the ditch. Jarl Valbjofr fled from the battle up along 

the river, and only those who went with him got away. There Morukari fell, and men so thickly 

around him that the ditch was full of dead men. 

This compliments the scenario developed from the English sources with King Harald on the south 

bank of the Ouse and the English ‘above’ them probably meaning the north bank. Two topographic 

references are introduced. We learn of the ditch and that it was deep and full of water. There is only 

one ditch in the ancient place of Fulford which is where moraine material is breached by Germany 

Beck. It might be sensible to understand the word ‘deep’ as meaning it could not be forded as it was 

deeper than a man’s height: The tide at the time of the battle would have fulfilled this requirement 

by filling the beck on the morning of the battle to a height of over 2m.  

Morkinskinna, in this 2013 translation, does not mention a ditch but instead talks of a ‘pool’.  

There the jarls of Northumbria, the sons of Jarl Godwin, Morkere and Waltheof of Huntingdon, 

marched against him with an enormous army that had been gathered throughout the summer and 

autumn. 

King Haraldr elected to give battle. He landed and drew up his troops on the riverbank, with one wing 

toward the river and the other toward the still water of a deep pool. The jarls led their formation with 

all the rank and file down along the river. The king's standard was close to the river, where his battle 
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array was densest, while it was thinnest by the pool. There too the troops were least reliable, and 

when the attack was made, that wing gave way.  

The English launched their attack down along the river, then toward the pool, and they thought that 

the Norwegians would flee. King Haraldr led the attack with his troops and joined battle so fiercely 

that the enemy was split and the local army began to flee.  

They retreated to a place where there was no armed opposition, in the swampy ground around the 

pool. Jarl Morkere had followed the standard closest to the pool, and Jarl Waltheof fought the king 

more toward the river. He fled up along the river, and the troops with him were the only ones to 

escape.  

Jarl Morkere fell, and together with him so many men that the pool was full of corpses where the 

fleeing men had congregated. Some were driven into the water and killed there together with some 

who jumped into the pool and were speared, so that it was filled with corpses, 

More topographic details are added by this source. There are several mentions a ‘pool’, such as ‘still 

water of a deep pool’ and a pool is placed at the centre of the action. The calculations of the tides on 

the day of the battle shows that the fording place, crossing Germany Beck would have looked like a 

small lake when the battle was joined. The remarkable four-hour flow, still observable downstream 

to this day, peaked just after 9am, followed by a lazy eight-hour ebb. So, the tidal bore (now 

terminated at the Naburn lock) would turn the ditch at fording place into a still, deep pool, 40m wide 

and over 2m deep, extending 900m inland.  

The Ings, as the flood plains adjacent to the river Ouse are called, would also be waterlogged 

although much less deep, it would have provided an obstacle to the deployment on the northern, 

English bank which is echoed in the slow deployment along the limited levées that stood above the 

high water as the sides formed up for battle in the morning. The tides suggest that the battle could 

not have started until mid-morning, giving time for the Norse contingent from Riccall, three hours 

march away, adequate time to arrive and deploy. (The levées are natural embankments adjacent to 

any flooding watercourse where heavier material preferentially deposits with each flood leaving a 

path that emerges from the flood before the plain itself drains: Indeed, the levée is largely 

responsible for creating the flood plain by restricting the overflow from returning to the river.) 

This version is the most coherent concerning the landing, disposition, control and counter attack, 

with King Harald joining the battle after part of his army seemed to flee, a tactic Harald is reported 

to have employed on a number of previous occasions as a leader of the Byzantine, Varangian Guard. 

This narrative reports that there were simultaneous attacks beside the river by Earl Edwin, who is 

consistently mis-identified as Earl Waltheof in all the saga-sources, with Earl Morcar attacking at the 

pool which is set at the centre of the battle. The observation that Earl Edwin’s Mercians were ‘split’ 

from the ‘local’ troops of Earl Morcar fits the landscape with King Harald’s counter-attack cresting 

the high ground near the ford. [This mis-identification is matched in French sources that refer to King 

Harald as ‘Fairhair’ and what we now see as a mistake is copied by later English writers.] 

The various retreat routes and strategies are also discussed in Morkinskinna. These descriptions and 

the fates that befell those retreating can be readily traced on the ground along Germany Beck. 

Another group retreated back along the river bank until forced to surrender when King Harald’s 

troops trapped with their back to the Ouse because the waterlogged Ings severely limited their room 

for manoeuvre or flight. The group that went into the swampy ground along the beck at low tide, 

where there was no armed opposition, can be confidently matched to the ground between two 

steep banks where the ditch of Germany Beck divides and opens into a flood plain where the 

recycling sites, discussed later, were discovered. 
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There are a number of translations of Heimskringla and annex B to this paper compares two 

versions. The older version is preferred as it is more tactically coherent in its use of military terms 

although there is no difference in the events being described.  

“While the army of the earls was coming down from the upper part of the country, King Harald lay in 

the Usa [river Ouse]. King Harald now went on the land, and drew up his men. The one arm of this 

line stood at the outer edge of the river, the other turned up towards the land along a ditch; and 

there was also a morass, deep, broad, and full of water. The earls let their army proceed slowly down 

along the river, with all their troops in line. The king’s banner was next to the river, where the line 

was thickest. It was thinnest at the ditch, where also the weakest of the men were. When the earls 

advanced downwards along the ditch, the arm of the Northmen’s line which was at the ditch gave 

way; and the Englishmen followed, thinking the Northmen would fly. The banner of Earl Morukare 

advanced then bravely. 

88. THE BATTLE AT THE HUMBER. 

When King Harald saw that the English array had come to the ditch against him, he ordered the 

charge to be sounded, and urged on his men. He ordered the banner which was called the Land-

ravager to be carried before him, and made so severe an assault that all had to give way before it; 

and there was a great loss among the men of the earls, and they soon broke into flight, some running 

up the river, some down, and the most leaping into the ditch, which was so filled with dead that the 

Norsemen could go dry-foot over the fen. There Earl Morukare fell. 

This again has King Harald mooring at Fulford to await the arrival of the English army. This was a 

pitched battle and the sources agree that it was the Norse who decided that this was the place to 

give battle. It is relevant that the mooring in the Ouse was beside the hall was possibly one occupied 

by Earl Morcar before his deposition the year before. Part of an 11C structure survives and has been 

incorporated into the modern Water Fulford Hall. The local knowledge of this part of Fulford 

provided by King Harald’s ally, Earl Tostig, has already been noted and would have been important in 

planning the tactics and timings of the battle and a reason for choosing this as the place to offer 

battle.  

The ‘slow’ deployment of the Mercian and Northumbrian armies is consistent with the flooded 

plains beside the river. The Northumbrian contingent would have had a simpler task deploying along 

the higher, dry north bank of Germany Beck. So, the advance of Earl Morcar can be set into the 

landscape of the ditch and the action that followed once the ford emerged after the tide ebbed 

sufficiently, about midday. 

The ebbing tide would also allow the counter-attack by King Harald’s force to cross to the north side 

of the beck, beside the river, outflanking the Northumbrians. The course taken by the Norse army 

once across is described in Morkinskinna: King Haraldr led the attack with his troops and joined 

battle so fiercely that the enemy was split and the local army began to flee. The location of the 

levées adjacent to tidal water courses emerged with the ebbing tide. The levées would have led the 

counter-attacking force in a direction that would split the Mercian force from the local, 

Northumbrian, army as described in this source.  

Hemmings Saga, part of the Orkney tradition, describes Morcar’s progress and then his surrounding: 

Then he sees that Morcar has got at the back of Tosti’s battle; and so he moves with his men to the 

back of Morcar’s battle. And when Earl Morcar sees that, he orders his men face about and defend 

themselves well and manfully. And at last, flight broke out among his men, and they fled out into the 

river and Earl Morcar is slain and the most part of his folk. Many too sunk beneath the stream. 
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While all of the other sources focus on King Harald, presumably because it was his skalds who 

provided the material for later historians, this Orkney source might have been a part of the ‘weaker 

army’ led by Earl Tostig to tempt Earl Morcar to leave the high ground to attack. So, this is perhaps 

the one source that describes the battle at the ford.  

This source records the critical moment when Morcar realises he has been surrounded and orders 

his men to turn and face that threat. This different perspective fits with the military consequences 

that would flow from the counter-attack by Harald.  

All of the Norse sources mistakenly claim that Earl Morcar is killed and one might assume that 

Morcar’s banner and many of his housecarls were seen to fall so this is the story that was taken 

home. The destruction of the victors of Fulford five days later would have prevented them from 

discovering Morcar had survived to become a leader of opposition to the Normans.  

The sources provide a consistent picture of the battle through their different but interlocking 

narratives which tell us who (allowing for the mis-identification of earl Edwin by Norse sources), 

when the battle took place, and name an area where the battle was fought as well as including some 

significant topographic features. While the descriptions of the battle are brief, there are many 

actions which can be placed and tested in the candidate landscapes, once the shape of the surface in 

1066 was understood. After examining all the alternative locations (section 4), the literature only 

each and every piece of information provided.  
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2 The 1066 Landscape 
Having asserted the relationship between the surviving sources and the landscape along the river 

Ouse and Germany Beck, this section looks at the investigations which have provided the evidential 

basis linking literature and landscape thus uniquely locating the battlesite. It was unsafe to assume 

that the landscape had not changed in the intervening millennium which made ‘re-creating’ the 

shape of the land the focus of early research. The maps, photographs and notes below describe how 

the 1066 landscape was investigated and its topography determined.  

The landscape research was guided and often undertaken by York Archaeological Trust, and 

especially its then director the late Dr Richard Hall. With their help, a maximum Heritage Lottery 

Grant was obtained which enabled us to fund YAT’s work which drew in a number of other 

universities. The interactive way the literature and landscape research were integrated at Fulford, 

was exemplary: As questions emerged, a project was designed to address the issue raised.  

In the subsequent section the alternative locations that have been proposed for the site are 

discussed. Earlier, the match between the literature and the 1066 landscape of Germany Beck was 

discussed as that is the purpose of this document. But that does not reflect the range of the project 

which extended well beyond the beck. In the context of this application for designation it is 

important to note that the project did not focus upon Germany Beck until it was identified as the 

battle site after 2005.  

This focus did not occur until all the available evidence was assessed, several years into the project 

and specifically after the iron debris was interpreted as recycling debris rather than the place of the 

battle itself. Prior to this understanding there was a conflict between the location provided by the 

literature/landscape and the physical evidence of apparent weapon debris.   

It is also relevant to this designation application that the process for registering battlefields, then 

operated by English Heritage, was effectively suspended during this time (see page 30) meaning the 

location of the site could not be tested and protected earlier. Although there was little doubt about 

the location after the first stage of the research investigative work has continued because the site 

was under threat and the research potential was recognised. The consequence of the regrettable 

suspension of the registration process is expanded in the summary section (5). 

The OS maps are reproduced under licence NC/03/19375 while the BGS copyright of the geological data 

acknowledged and reproduced here for non-commercial use. 

 

There is a requirement to define a reasonable boundary for the battle: The blue oval on the LIDAR 

map above neatly encompasses the battlesite; starting in the west, it includes King Harald’s landing 

place, part of Middlethorpe Ings with the probable Mercian’s deployed, part of Ings SSSI defended 

This LIDAR image has the battlesite at the centre and 

indicates north. It shows the course of the river Ouse 

and Germany Beck and the flood plains. The staithe 

adjacent to Water Fulford Hall provides a landing for 

more than 50 longships – elsewhere the Ouse banks 

are/were too steep to beach boats. There is some 

evidence that these ships were engaged with arrows 

fired by the Mercians from Middlethorpe Ings on the 

north bank of the Ouse. 
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by Earl Edwin, the south bank of Germany Beck where the ‘weaker army’ of the Norse was deployed, 

the north bank where Earl Edwin’s ‘local’ army deployed and attacked at the ford, and the retreat 

field where the evidence of post-battle metal recycling has been located. The literary evidence for 

these dispositions and action are all described in the first section. Work is being planned along the 

route of the road back to Riccall and it might be appropriate to register this area after the work.  

 

The programme of augering was extensive and was designed to test all the possible sites then later 

to provide a detailed assessment of the Germany Beck area.  

 

Starting in 2013, some of the ancient landscape was excavated in a series of trenches. The aim was 

to expose the area of the ford where the evdence suggested that the battle was fought.  

 

Over three years the base of the beck downstream 
from the ancient road was investigated to see if any 
battle debris remained; also identify the nature and 
course of the ancient beck. Several meanders like the 
one pictured (left) on the inside of one bend where 
fragments of human-looking bone were recovered. 
Finds from the beck-base included Roman tile and 
many fragments of iron, including some that are 
interpreted as weapon tips. Dateable sherds, 
horseshoes and two samples of dateable bone show 
how the surface accumulated after the time of the 
battle, accelerating when the beck was bridged, 
constricting the flushing flow.  
 

1. Transect to see if river Ouse had migrated east or 

west. 

2. Layer dating/level rise (by Univ Manchester) 

3. Tests for ancient road or solid ground 

4. Transects to identify movement of beck crossing 

ings 

5. Transects to plot 1066 shape of S bank of beck 

6. Stability/contexts of Middlethorpe Ings tested 

7. Stability/contexts of Bishopthorpe Ings tested  

 

8. Walmgate Stray 
9. Stone surface at ford plotted 
10. N &S slope of ditch plotted 
11. Area of peat plotted 
12. Investigation of charcoal deposits  
13. Surface below playing field 

identified 
14. Moraine breach shape identified 
15. Transect at E edge of cemetery 

The 2005 BGS surface geology map 

illustrates the moraine breach through 

which Germany Beck flows. Using this data, 

other ditches were sought but none were 

found. Below is a list of the augering 

investigations undertaken to determine the 

shape of the 1066 surface. Details of these 

projects were published in Finding Fulford 

(2011). The subsequent excavations (2013-

2017) at the ford are outlined below. 
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Over several years a made-surface was investigated 
that led to a crossing point over the beck. Experts have 
recognised this as a Roman construction. To the far 
side in the image there is a stepped fall, forming an 
embankment, probably to remedy the erosion caused 
as the water tumbled over the road.  
The road stood less than 10cm above the natural 
surface and would have provided a barrier to retain 
the bodies arranged ‘so one could pass dryshod’ at the 
ford.   

 

The 10m width of the road is shown, left. In the 
foreground the compacted stone has a small drain and 
cartwheel ruts, illustrated next.  
At the far side the surface has been embanked in a 
significant construction to retain the surface, leading 
down to the actual ford.    
The hollow created by this embankment proved a 
‘trap’ for similar metalworking tools to those found at 
two subsequent bends. 
Identifying a road into the ford is significant to locating 
the battlesite. Roads are a pre-requisite for armies 
moving into action. Without them, progress is in 
military terms unworkably slow. This road follows the 
high ground linking it back to Escrick and onto the 
Norse base at Riccall. While a significant force arrived 
by boat, probably 3/4 would have to march to the 
battle from Riccall, three hours away. 
 

 

One carbon dated piece of wood suggested that the 
road was in use into the 17th century. At the eastern 
edge of the road, wheeled traffic has left well defined 
ruts in the clay.  
The etymology of the name Fole/Fule-Ford implies 
that it was a muddy ford, and this suggests the name 
was apposite. Downstream of the road 8 horseshoes 
were found dated to the middle and late medieval 
period suggesting that the mud prevented their 
recovery. The evidence suggests that the mud 
accumulated in the centuries after the battle and 
would not have impacted the action in 1066. 

 

The course of the ancient beck channel was first 
identified from the trench dug downstream (top), but 
a section of the Roman surface was lifted and a 
stepping stone, set on a tri-lith, was discovered. It had 
been noted that the alignment of the road with an 
excavated Iron Age settlement 1.5km south. 
The course of the beck has migrated 7m to the north. 
This is significant as it suggests that the opening 
action of the battle took place on the land that we 
have been able to examine and not covered by the 
construction work on the north bank of the beck. 
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Beyond the stone surface where the ford is located is 
an extensive area of peat. The top of the peat was 
dated to 630CE at which time alluvial ingress from the 
Ouse probably smothered it. Several areas of peat 
were exposed and it proved firm and able to withstand 
attempts to ‘puddle’ it. So it was capable of supporting 
warriors.   
The natural surface is barely 15cm below the present 
surface. (see image 5) 
So this area provides the undisturbed shape of the 
ancient ditch as it would have been at the time of the 
battle.  
 
The finds from these digs are described later.  
 

 

Taking the three key topographic indicators, the river Ouse, a significant ditch, plus pools and 

wetlands mentioned in the sources, the Fulford landscape of the river and beck provides the unique 

location for the battle.  

It would be wrong to talk about ‘likely’ or ‘most likely’ when there are no sites where these 

features can be found together in an area one can sensibly call Fulford. This point will be expanded 

in the next section, looking at all of the alternative proposals for the battle.  

The reasons the military action and reactions during the battle described in the sources can be easily 

understood in this landscape is, I suggest, because this is precisely where those events took place.    

This is the current OS map of Fulford.  

• The inaccessible area, where the 

retreating Northumbrians could muster 

before ‘fleeing’, has changed little.  

• The retreat field contains the metal 

recycling sites identified. This landscape 

has been set aside to provide a flood 

pond for the approved development. 

Water Fulford Hall containing parts of the 

11C hall was held by Earl Tostig according to 

Domesday.  

The south bank of the Ouse is currently 

embanked but a stone based staithe is 

periodically exposed.  
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3 Alternative sites 
My investigation began in 1998 with an examination of the secondary literature. A retired archivist 

of the Borthwick Institute, Reginald Dearlove, had a special interest in the battle and was able to 

provide details of the suggested locations recorded in his collection of antiquarian literature. This 

was used to define the scope of the projected research so that all possible areas were included.  

Because the subsequent investigations have suggested that there was only one feasible site, based 

on the landscape and literature, it is worth exploring why each of the alternative locations fail as 

possible focus of the battle. However, in the case of three of the sites, some element of the battle 

probably took place at their periphery, as explained below. Since Germany Beck, as the core of the 

battle, is surrounded by the proposed alternatives, it is not surprising that this large battle impinged 

on some of the adjacent areas. 

The Fosse 
Could the battle have taken place close to the southern wall of the city?  Some features fit some of 

the literature; there is a river on one side and many marshy areas to the east. Tactically, the south 

and east of the city were difficult to approach except along the two moraines that now carry the 

Selby (A19) and Hull (A166) roads providing a possible choke point and flank protection.  

But there are problems providing a military interpretation with this site. It is quite literally a last 

ditch defence if we assume that the Fosse provided the ditch noted in the literature. There was no 

room for manoeuvre - The space provided is just 250m wide which suggests a shieldwall 15 warriors 

deep. The English would not be slow to deploy down the river as they were defending their ‘base’, 

the city of York. When the Norse army advanced after their outflanking attack they would 

immediately be inside the city and there is no evidence that this happened. Furthermore, the 

potential deployment area was already built on so this was not an area where a leader could or 

would draw up a shieldwall to defend the city.  

No field research was necessary because archaeological reports were availble to show that the built 

landscape of 1066 was not the place where a battle could be fought. However, there are 13 bodies 

which have been dated to the time of the battle and many carry evidence of mortal injuries, 

excavated where the Fosse meets the Ouse. This might indicate that there was some action here, 

perhaps an attempt by a rear guard to prevent the Norse from entering York. Perhaps they were 

injured men killed as they limped back to the city – we can’t know. 

The Fulford Ings 
The Fulford Ings was the popular choice when the project was proposed. Broadhead gives the 

location of the battle as taking place on Fulford Ings, even giving a grid reference: 609488 and this is 

followed by DeVries. This is along the line of the modern, canalised, Beck which we discovered ran 

further south. ‘Fulford Ings’ according to Natural England starts about 50m north of the Beck and 

extending for 800m towards York but in 1066 the Ings were slightly narrower, 100m longer and 

about 2m lower.  

The earliest work was designed to test the attractive hypothesis that the battle was fought 

somewhere along the Ings as there was a river and a marsh. A DPhil student from Manchester 

University undertook an environmental survey of the Ings for her dissertation. This revealed that the 

Ings was an unlikely location for the battlefield because it was too wet in 1066.  

Further augering work was however undertaken to identify any possible high ground, another ditch 

and a full transect of the Ouse basin was also conducted to see if the Ouse has moved making the 

ings wider, so providing a ‘better’ battlefield. But our present view is that the Ouse has followed the 

same course through several ‘ice ages’.   
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There was just not enough room to accommodate anything beyond a skirmish in the wet and broken 

land of the ings. There is no route for the Northumbrians to flee. The ‘ditches’ that cross the Ings do 

not provide any significant obstacle behind which a commander would think of mounting a defence 

and these ditches are assumed to be later drainage channel, denoting property boundaries and 

grazing rights, probably post the enclosures.  

This is not a complete rejection of the Ings because the southern most portion of the Ings, where 

Germany Beck, crosses the Ings is part of the battlesite. But for the extensive ings landscape to the 

north, any defending army would simply be bypassed by the attackers: If the attackers were arrayed 

on the ings, any commander would have outflanked them and then used the advantage of the slope 

to push them into the Ouse to drown under the weight of their armour. Indeed this was the fate 

facing the Mercians after the counter-attack, leading them to submit to King Harald.  

There is no military sense in occupying the flooded ings with dry high ground (along the present A19) 

leading directly to York adjacent. If the battle is transposed to the high grounds it looses all its 

correspondence with the literature. The northern Ings makes absolutely no military sense. 

Nevertheless, the levées running beside the Ouse and Germany Beck at the southern limit of the 

Ings landscape were the site of significant battle action as described earlier.  

Naburn 
When talking to local historians and antiquarians early in the project, they raised the possibility of 

Naburn as a battlesite. These were investigated during the early stage of the project with some soil 

survey and metal detection work related to these areas.  

I also received reports of military-style artefacts being discovered along both banks of the river near 

Naburn. However, nothing could be found to support these suggestions in spite of much local 

investigation. The alleged owners of the arms, that were said to be made of bronze, failed to show 

up to any meeting. It was feasible that military artefacts might have been moved downstream in the 

mud by the flow from York to emerge at Naburn during one of the regular floods, but bronze 

weapons are unlikely to be related to any 11C battle. River finds downstream at Naburn would not 

be inconsistent with Germany Beck as the focus of the battle but none have emerged.  

There is another beck entering the Ouse at Naburn. But it is not cut through the glacial moraine so 

there is no pool beyond the moraine breach as we have at Fulford and it is not easy to see where the 

marshy area would have been as the land rises steadily away from the river Ouse at Naburn with this 

beck providing good drainage. Any army looking to deploy along this ditch would simply have been 

bypassed and then attacked from the east, forcing the into the river Ouse. 

Naburn is also not defending anything. Naburn is 4km from Fulford and, unlike the latter, is nowhere 

named as the site of the battle. The naming evidence for Naburn is just as unconvincing. 

Middlethorpe and the local ings 
One archaeologist advocated the case for the area between the former Terry’s factory site and 

Bishopthorpe, where the Archbishop of York has his palace. It does provide a flat area suitable for a 

shieldwall battle. But is has the Ouse to the east, then the Middlethorpe Ings which would have been 

a wide marsh on the day of the battle, some high ground and then a further wet area, known as 

Knavesmire and now the location of the racecourse. It lacks any ditch even though augering was 

undertaken to locate any ‘lost’ ditch. There are no equivalent becks entering this stretch of land that 

can be identified, even using LIDAR or on old maps. 

Some early historians place the battle on the northern bank of the Ouse while Middlethorpe is west 

of the Ouse. Other sources mention ‘south of York’ and Middlethorpes moves the battle to the 
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western bank and it is not sensible to regard it as ‘south’. If one overlooks these discrepancies, there 

are other reasons to reject this site.  

Both armies would have to cross to the west bank of the Ouse to fight. This might have been 

possible for the Norse if sandbars and low tides had allowed this, but the evidence for low-tide 

fording places across the Ouse is extremely limited. The tides at the time of the battle were 

extremely high with a corresponding very low tidal level to follow. The onrushing tidal bore would 

threaten a repeat of the closing of the Red Sea, with its fatal consequences if an army got the timing 

wrong. There is no mention or hint of the armies crossing the Ouse in any writing and it is hard to 

image that such a ‘parting of the waves’ would have gone unmentioned.  

The presence of elements of the Mercian army to the west of the Ouse is however implied by the 

evidence of tanged arrows on the only possible mooring place, which is beside Water Fulford Hall. 

This accomodation would provide a further incentive for the Norse  army to stay on the opposite 

bank. But physical evidence in the form of tanged arrows however does imply some action on the 

Middlethorpe Ings although confined to the southern limit where the Ouse turns sharply west 

towards Bishopthorpe.   

Even had the opposing armies come face to face on these Ings, there is no obvious place in this 

landscape for either of the commanders to anchor their flanks except by stretching their shieldwalls 

to fill a gap of 2100 metres between the river bank and the Knavesmire, which might or might not 

have been wetland in 1066.  

The Mercian army effectively ‘held’ the west bank of the river. They had taken up a blocking position 

near Tadcaster to defend Mercia and must have been mobilised for battle once they saw King 

Harald’s army arriving. We know that Earl Morcar’s brother, Edwin Earl of Mercia, did join the battle 

so the Mercians were certainly present and alert to the threat.  

The Norse ships posed a threat to which the Mercians were bound to respond. The boats might 

threaten an attack on York, make a landing on the west bank, or a move to outflank Morcar.  A 

bridge of boats might have been feasible and that would have moved part of the conflict to 

Middlethorpe. However, the possibility of a D-Day style landing by King Harald to allow  full battle on 

these ings, didn’t happen. It would be many centuries before an opposed, mass landing from ships 

would be successful.  

This was one of the areas chosen by archaeologists for a comparative metal detecting survey but it 

yielded only modern debris. The area was also subject to some soil survey work as a way to 

understand the Ouse. The possibility that the Fulford Ings had at one time extended further west to 

include the Middlethorpe Ings (or vice versa) could not be excluded until the evidence demonstrated 

the stability of the course of the Ouse. 

Finally, if one respects the tradition that has named this the battle of Fulford, this name cannot 

sensibly be attached to a battle on the Middlethorpe Ings.  

Tillmire 
The possibility of Tillmire as the location for the battle was introduced by the archaeologist for those 

who want to build along Germany Beck. Tillmire lies well outside their proposed building zone but 

does lie within the extensive old parish of Fulford (Finding Fulford p111). 

Tillmire suffers from the same problem of fighting a battle on the soggy Ings. Although no core 

samples from this area of marsh have been examined, it is still noted as a wetland for wading birds 

and there are several lakes stocked for fishermen on Tillmire which does not make it a likely 

candidate for a significant battle between opposing shieldwalls. 
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Tillmire also fails the military probability test. It makes no sense for either army to leave the road to 

York open and form a shieldwall somewhere among the wetlands of this mire. Why would an army 

line up on a patch of open wetland and wait to be attacked?  

Tillmire also fails the literature tests. It is not beside the Ouse to act as a flank unless the shieldwall 

could be stretched to fill a gap about 3000 metres from Tillmire to the river. (At Germany Beck the 

available forces could be concentrated to cover a gap 515 m wide.) There is no ditch of military 

significance in the area of Tillmire. The flat landscape does not provide a suitable setting for any of 

the actions mentioned in the literature.  

The same archaeologist listed every named ditch from the OS map as possible locations for the 

battle in their consultation response at the time of the previous designation proposal. I visited them 

all, matching the same tidal conditions as the day of the battle and found them militarily 

insignificant, most dry and set in the flat agricultural land to act as drains. I reported this but note 

that they were referenced by Historic England as serious possibilities which is to the discredit of both 

the proposer and the assessor of this data when such speculations can have no possible relevance. 

Water Fulford Ings 
Ormsby, writing in 1895, suggested that the battlefield took place on the land opposite 

Bishopthorpe Palace, near Water Fulford. This area was investigated and produced some interesting 

finds, including three tanged arrows. As with the other Ings, discussed above, some of the action is 

firmly placed on sections of all of the various ings. 

Water Fulford Ings could just about fulfil the requirement for a battle north of the river as the Ouse 

briefly veers west, providing a north bank. The area is, and has for at least two millennia been, Ings 

and much too wet to support a shieldwall battle. This is an outstanding hay meadow which produces 

several wonderful flushes of wild flowers each year. It has survived because it is not attractive to 

modern agriculture as the ground has substantial wet sumps. These area are akin to quicksands and 

we identified marker-stones to guide people through this treacherous area.  

But there are further reasons to suggest that this area would not be a place for the battle. There is 

no ditch and it is not a sensible place to defend the city. This bulge in the North/South route of the 

Ouse cannot be sensibly linked to the literature. This area highlights the danger of being guided 

solely by one literary reference, without inspecting the actual terrain.  

Walmgate 
Walmgate Stray was believed, before any research was done, to have been wetter so it might have 

provided part of the marshy flank mentioned in the literature and a possible escape route for the 

routed defenders had the battle taken place on the Fulford Ings. However, both of these 

speculations could be dismissed after the soil survey work. 

The area of Walmgate Stray (also the part known as Low Moor) was surveyed with the small auger. 

The ‘soil’ cover ranged from 10 to 70 cm with a transition layer before compact yellow sand was 

found. In spite of appearances, this area has not been a swamp as there was no layer of alluvial 

material in the top metre which sits on the compact moraine material. It was wetland but cannot be 

descibed as a marsh or pool. 

The stray is crossed with many shallow ditches which help drain the land into Germany Beck. These 

drainage ditches are almost certainly man-made to improve the quality of the pasture on the stray 

(reserved for Freemen of York). But these ditches have no military significance and would not delay 

any army for a moment as they stepped across them. 
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Once the true nature of the area was known, there is nothing in the literature, landscape or physical 

evidence to point towards Walmgate as a place that had any significant role in the battle of Fulford. 

St Oswald’s road 
Map evidence caused us to assess the St Oswald’s road area as a possible site for the battle as we 

believe that this is the locus of the village sometime known as Gate Fulford, where there were 

buildings at the time of the battle. But subsequent investigation of the place naming evidence for 

Gate Fulford, as well as the topography itself, ruled this out as a place for the battle. 

There was no marsh to the east of the moraine (Walmgate Stray) and no ditch could be located, so 

the possibility of ‘Gate Fulford’ being the site of the battle was not pursued. However, this road does 

give access to the bank of the Ouse and as such might have been the deployment route for the 

Mercian as they confronted the Norse counter-attack at the crossing of the beck. 

Excavations in subsequent year on behalf of developers suggest there were some building here  at 

the time of the battle and possibly a palisade to mark the outer reach of York.  

Summary 
To summarise, none of these alternatives could have provided what one would recognise as the core 

the location for the battle. Interstingly, many of the sites proposed by other scholars were the site of 

some action, but at the periphery of the action. Only Naburn and Tilmire are irrelevant, and these 

were promoted by the archaeolgists employed to support the planning application along Germany 

Beck.  

This is the published test that I applied when assessing the landscape and literature: “The aim must 

be to see if any single aspect of the 1066 landscape cannot be sensibly reconciled with the literature. 

Because it is probably possible to find many places where any battle can find a ‘good fit’, it is not an 

unnecessarily harsh test that demands a near ‘perfect fit’. Therefore it is important to match the 

battlescape to every aspect of the literature, within the bounds of our understanding ...” 

Germany Beck is the only site to pass this test noting that there was an assembly area beside the 

Ouse, deployments on the southern extent of Middlethorpe Ings and some combat along the Fulford 

Ings where Germany Beck flows across the land to the Ouse.  

The Battlefields Selection Guide suggests what might seem to be a less rigorous test: "It is generally 

the case that the earlier a battle, the less the precision that can be offered in terms of where fighting 

took place; nevertheless, it remains a requirement for designation that a battle can be placed within 

a specific and particular topographical location with a fair degree of probability." 

Fulford is fortunate in providing the required ‘specific and particular’ topographic information. The 

literature and the landscape research, and the way alternatives have been tested, lead to the 

conclusion that Germany Beck, which stretches from the bank of the Ouse, across the Ings, through 

the moraine breach, along a broad, deep ditch, and into the flat land in the east, provides the only 

credible match. 
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4 Outline of the physical finds 
When the site had been confidently identified, one challenge remained: What could be identified on 

a battlesite of the 11th century where no archaeological method or systematic work eleswhere had 

been undertaken to provide a reference? Fulford was an attempt to address this question.  

Given the near-certainty of the site, granted by the specific landscape features and their match to 

what the sources told us about the battle, it was felt both appropriate and potentially rewarding to 

undertake some archaeology to test this conclusion. 

This section outlines the work: The results from Fulford suggest why ancient battlefields leave so 

little material - The evidence strongly suggests that the victors quickly cleared the site of everything 

of value, posing a problem for any method that relied on locating material to locate an ancient 

battlefield and happily the Selection Guide correctly anticpated this problem. 

The methodolgy for the project indeed did not expect any diagnostic finds not least because, at the 

time, none had been recovered from any other battlesite of this era. The purpose of the metal 

detecting and field walking during the first years of the project was to identify land use and apply 

statistics to the find density to see if any ‘hot spots’ could be identified. Any concentrations of iron 

fragments might, it was thought, help map the battle. All the material was passed to PAS for 

assessment and the iron conserved by YAT who were the main contractors. 

In 2004 the items were examined by experts and an assemblage suggestive of metal recycling was 

identified. The collection was revisted and a second batch was sent for inspection. Finds related that 

this second inspection linked to metal recycling were only found in areas close to the identified 

battlesite. It is worth noting that the team selecting the items were not aware of the location of the 

collection that they were working on. It is also relevant that  2/3 of the areas searched were well 

away from the beck which provides further support to the suggestion that the recycling could be 

related to the battle.  

The Post-Battle metal recycling hypothesis 
The proposition set out here is that metal workers were quick to reach the site of the battle in order 

to repair and recycle the weapons and battle debris.  

There is no body of literature to which one can refer for a discussion about post-conflict 

reprocessing of metalwork in the middle medieval period. If such evidence has been found, it does 

not yet appear to have been identified as such. The hypothesis set out here is therefore new and this 

is an uncomfortable position as it would be much easier to follow a recognised and documented 

method to assess the Fulford evidence. This discomfort is increased because I have been denied the 

opportunity to test the hypothesis prior to the area being destroyed, despite lodging innumerable 

protests.  

Thirty years ago, recycling debris was located on the site of the battlefield of Helgeå that took place 

1026 in southern Sweden. It was tentatively interpreted by the finders as some kind of sacrificial 

offering of weapons. This was the only example of gathering metal after the battle during this era 

that was discovered although reprocessing sites at Kalkriese (9 CE) have been excavated 

demonstrating on-site working that broke up and separated the different metal took place. Little 

remained but enough to identify the site and suggest that most of the material was normally taken 

away.  

In the future, post-battle metal reprocessing might become a key target for investigators. One 

should not expect the metal workers to drop or discard the items they had produced as they did at 

Fulford. It was only the exceptional historical context of the destruction of the invaders which left us 

so much evidence. 
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The post-battle, metal recycling hypothesis emerged after meetings at six Scandinavian universities 

and museums in 2006. The explanation for why evidence of recycling survives at Fulford, and not 

elsewhere, is that the Norse army was destroyed five days after Fulford. History helps explain why so 

many iron billets and tools were abandoned at the site in a pattern not yet noted elsewhere - One 

might expect the craftsmen to carry away their tools and any surplus material when their project 

was completed so it is surprising that useful material was left in this location.  

The samples recovered from the surface do not suggest that the purpose was construction or 

domestic. One might explain a few arrows, some blades and axe billets but there are no brackets, 

ties or fixings that one would associate with a building project or domestic use. 

One might ask why they brought the smithing process to the battlefield rather than taking the scrap 

back to their main base at Riccall. One can only answer this by saying that that is the evidence that 

has emerged. The number of anvils, suited to carry out running repairs suggests that some 

metalworkers were attached to the army. King Harald’s ship, and presumably their logistic support, 

had come to Fulford so this would be the sensible place to carry out repair and recycling. 

Constructing a smithing hearth required only a tuyères and bellows since clay and fuel can be found 

on site; so on-site recycling did not represent a major investment of resources. 

Because York submitted, the army would have plans to occupy the city so the metal workers might 

have expected their billets to be destined for York’s workshops Bedern, Walmgate and Fishergate. 

So local recycling was a sensible move before taking items for finishing or trading in nearby York 

rather than the more distant Riccall. The relative inaccessibility of the area would also favour 

reducing the bulk before getting it to the city. It is even possible that they understood the principle 

of ‘added value’ not least because archaeologists refer the style of many of the items found as ‘trade 

billets’! 

Evidence that has emerged to support this hypothesis 

The location of iron on the site supports the suggestion that post-battle recycling was taking place. 

The concentrations of iron were all at places where hearth debris was found so these were not 

random scatters but associations. The surrounding area did not yield a single, similar find to those 

located near the re-cycling hearths so we should note the possible relationship between the debris 

and the battle area.  

While iron items were located within the beck at the ford, none were found on the adjacent areas or 

bank that were excavated, suggesting only concealed items escaped collection which supports the 

idea that the site was systematically cleared. The nature of the finds also suggests they had a 

military purpose with blade-like fragments as well as the possible planishing anvils.  

Civil sites one might expect much more debris in terms of slag, much bigger and long-term hearth 

bottoms than the finds from these sites produced. The impromptu nature of the site, which is 

explained by the historic context, is emphasised by the number of tools found. Indeed, some of the 

chisels were unfinished and others unused which raises a number of questions. One sensible answer 

is that the post-battle bounty of iron required more tools to be made to process it.  

The single sword found near the largest recycling site appears to be in the process of manufacture 

and its location 40m from one recycling site suggests that, even in flight, the workers were anxious 

to carry away the most valuable items. It was billets, unfinished tools, small hammers and 

immovable anvils that were abandoned. Again, that makes sense in the context of the hypothesis. 

The chance to test this hypothesis along Germany Beck has been destroyed. However, it does 

provide a method that can be tested elsewhere ferrous hearth debris is all that will be found. Fulford 
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is the exception that provides us with a testable rule. Fulford suggests that metal repair and 

recycling should be associated with battles of this era.  

The images and notes below outline the results of the work. This is not a comprehensive catalogue of 

the finds but employed here to explain the narrative they tell. 

 
Find 1 By surveying an area well beyond Germany Beck, 
it was possible to identify areas where, either the 
density of finds, or the proportions of Fe to non-Fe was 
notable. Further statistical analysis revealed several 
spots of high Fe fragment intensity. 

 
Find 2 Forty billets of varying shapes were initially found in a 
number of concentrations. These varied from axe-head 
billets, to traditional ‘trade’ billets, solid tubes, but triangular 
shapes were the most numerous. The possibility of post-
battle recycling of iron emerged as an explanation for these 
finds. Happily, this work was undertaken before the area 
became part of the development. Further investigation was 
subsequently prevented. 

 
 

  
Find 4 From x-ray images, a significant number of tools were 
identified. In 2017, when the items were re-inspected with 
the concretion removed, most of the tools found were either 
unused or unfinished because they either lacked a cutting 
edge or had not been hit. Two hammers have been identified 
and at least 10 anvils. The implication is that these tools were 
being made, possibly to enable the unexpected hoard of 
metal to be processed. (other explanations are explored 
later) 

Find 3  Several areas along Germany Beck yielded 
evidence of metalworking. These areas had smithing 
heath bottoms (aka PCBs), slag and tuyères fragments. 
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Find 5 Two of a number of fragments found within the 
stone base near the ford, which would have been at the 
centre of the action, have been partially conserved. 
There appears to be a wire-like structure within the 
iron. These were taken to the British Museum and 
might be the surviving tips of weapons. They were 
found within the clay base and incorporated into the 
complex iron pan formations. More, similar items await 
investigation.  

Find 6 This is one conserved example of the tanged arrows 
located along the south bank of the Ouse, near Water Fulford 
Hall. Two, and possibly five, other arrows were identified 
from the x-ray images taken soon after the items were 
collected. Sadly, these small items, have suffered during 
conservation which worked well for larger items but not for 
iron with thin profiles.  

 

 
Find 7 This short sword appears to have been in the 
process of manufacture because there was no boss or 
guard and close inspection of CT scans and x-rays 
suggest that these had never been fitted. This implies it 
was still being manufactured. It also appears to have 
been wrapped before possibly being concealed. It was 
50m from the largest recycling area. 

 
Find 8 In 2015 three large metal objects were located on the 
surface we subsequently dated to the 11th C. Later digs 
revealed four similar items which shared several 
characteristics:  They were deposited on the outside of bends 
in the beck, the pointed ends were bent and the point was 
encased in what CT scanning suggested was mineralised 
wood. Identifying these objects proved problematic but at 
the 2015 Viking Conference in Oslo I was advised to take 
them to a gathering of those who make metal articles for 
European museums. Four of the five experts consulted 
examined my wooden models, and portfolio of images, and 
suggested they were planishing anvils for work-hardening 
and smoothing sheet metal in items such as helmets and 
shield-bosses. So there is a rationale for bringing these tools 
to a battle for running repairs. The grouping of these finds at 
the ford is explained when one recognises that to use them 
they were first driven into a log, making them difficult to 
extract when the recyclers had to abandon their work after 
the defeat at Stamford Bridge. The identified recycling sites 
are on a flood plain, so could have been flushed, with the 
anvil acting as an anchor until they grounded on the outside 
of a bend.  Four subsequent finds support this hypothesis. 
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Find 9: 71 pieces of bone were recovered during the 
2015 dig. Bone was also identified in the 2013 and 2014 
excavations. While some are animal which were found 
as assemblages, these isolated examples could be 
human.  These bones all come from contexts which can 
be dated to the time of the battle using pottery finds 
and depositional models.  

The human-looking bones are not present in the higher 
contexts. They are also remarkable robust, unlike the 
animal bones from higher contexts which can be 
crumbled. The bones have been examined for weapon 
damage but there are no obvious cut marks. The bones 
do not appear to have been burned. There are no 
known burial sites. 

The bones were handed to University of York and attempts 
were made to extract material for dating and isotope 
analysis using ZOOMS. Frustratingly, no datable material 
could be extracted from the 10 samples tried.  

The human-like scatter of bones sit below several complex 
layers of iron pan and some complex biochemistry has 
destoryed every trace of collagen. 

Two other laboratories were sent a range of samples for 
dating and also failed to extract material from the lower 
samples. By working up through the contexts it was 
eventually possible to extract materail and date two samples 
of animal bone that helped provide a model for the rate at 
which the ford silted up in the centuries after the battle. 

Another carbon sample taken from a carbon-rich layer 10cm 
below the sword (Find 7) was deposited during one of the ice 
episodes more than 55k BP. While this provided invaulale 
information about the land formation, it again denied us the 
chance to date some finds.   

Between 2009 and 2015 a 3km section of the Tollense River was investigated by Greifswald 

University and MVDHP on the site of a Bronze Age battle. The fragmentation and translocation of 

bones along the direction of flow, matches the pattern of bone found near the ford. The findings 

also match those at Fulford in another respect. The weapons that have been found came from 

within what they interpret as the river and bogs where the battle was fought while the surrounding 

areas were cleared of battle debris. The effect of the peat, found in both locations, did not preserve 

soft tissue but did conserve bones.  

Alternative possible sources of the iron objects 
With the help of local archaeologists’ other explanations for these concentrations of metal objects 

along Germany Beck.   

Bog Iron bloomery manufacture 

Bog iron is produced in wetlands where biological processes concentrate ferrous ‘ore’. Production 

sites south of Market Weighton near the river Humber, predate the arrival of the Romans, and 

continued into medieval times. The site leaves a substantial deposit of slag measured in tonnes. The 

English Heritage manual suggests the following indicators: 

“Usually large amounts of slag will be recovered, including tap slag or large slag blocks. The bases of 

furnaces and tapping pits sometimes survive. Hammerscale is often found, as the iron bloom was 

usually consolidated on the smelting site. There is sometimes later evidence for waterpower.” 

The finds of slag do not suggest that Germany Beck was a site of bog iron manufacture. The 

unconsolidated iron pan tested has 10-30% iron whereas bog iron production sites have deep beds 

with up to 80% iron. The number of sites and hearth bottoms indicate this was a smithing rather 

than an iron production site. 

Nearby building work 

Smithing hearths have been reported that can be associated with a building project. The 

construction of church or monastic buildings would probably require several smithies to produce the 

fixings required. No candidate building requiring so much smithing activity can be identified in the 

area. Furthermore, one might expect to see nails, hinges and fixings to feature among any debris 

abandoned. But there are none. 
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‘Town planning’ 

In the report on the finds associated with Coppergate and Bedern, it was noted that “One can .. 

envisage a fairly abrupt change in the character of this particular part of the city at the end of the 

10th century or the beginning of the 11th century these heat-using crafts were moved to some safer 

location away from the increasingly crowded streets and tenements”. 

In the century before the time of the battle, metalworking was banned from the city centre. 

Walmgate and Fishergate have both produced evidence of ‘industrial’ iron working. By 12th century 

most properties owned by blacksmiths were in the suburbs often close to city gates. One reason is 

thought to be the rise in shoeing of horses. But such businesses would require good communications 

but the largest recycling area is beside the area where the retreating Nothumbrians sought refuge 

where ‘They retreated to a place where there was no armed opposition, in the swampy ground 

around the pool.’ This was neither an appropriate place to site a farrier’s business or do iron 

smithing. 

So, while not absolutely excluding the possibility that the remote locations along Germany Beck 

were commercial metalworking sites, it is suggested that because it is not associated with any 

settlement buildings, this was not a place to where local metalworks would relocate their business.  

Dumping (translocation or night-soil disposal) 

Throughout the project, experts were constantly cautioning that ‘night-soiling’ provides false trails 

and misleading locations. However, it was not possible to obtain any systematic study of this 

reported activity in a way that would enable this possible source of material to be factored in. The 

type, concentration, location and quantity of finds around Fulford challenges night-soil dumping as a 

useful explanation.  

There might be reasons to dump slag but the logical place would be on trackways rather than in 

fields which is where it was found. There is no sensible explanation for dumping valuable iron billets 

or tools in these rather inaccessible locations. 

The data that is available at present cannot completely exclude this explanation but dumping is not 

seen as a likely explanation for the recycling assemblages. 

Campus 3 

An extensive excavation of the site for University of York’s third campus, produced examples of 

metalworking but few related finds. Two possible metal working hearths and a single piece of slag 

were found. The ridge that extends as far as Fulford also revealed evidence of long term occupation. 

So it is certain that some other iron-working has taken place along the geological feature that links 

the area to Germany Beck.  

However, there is nothing like the collection of billets, tools and hearth bottoms that we have 

located at the edge of the Fulford battlesite. The flood plain in which the surviving items were found 

near Germany Beck does not suggest that iron working was a significant activity because the finds 

from Fulford are many times more numerous. 

Discussion 

The physical evidence increases the security of the location of the site already identified from the 

literature and landscape. The ancient road, and the firm, stable surrounding surfaces at the ford, suit 

the descriptions and its location at the heart of the battle. The finds from this fording area can be 

dated to a context that lies below contexts which contained datable items from 13C and later.  

So the physical evidence has not provided a set of artifacts that can be directly dated to the time of 

the battle. While it is frustrating not to be able to provide contextural dating for the iron, with the 
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exception of the 8+ horseshoes from higher contexts, all of the iron items were located on, or in, the 

stone base which was the exposed surface at the time of the battle. However, various indirect 

techinques using depth allow many fragments to be dated to the 11th century. 

It is very frustrating to have been denied the chance to return to obtain dating evidence from the 

recycling sites while being criticised for not doing so.  

If the debris located is not supportive evidence of a battle, I look to those who deny it to offer a 

credible alternative to explain the nature and contexts of the material recovered.  

Fulford supports the conventional view  that battles of this era will leave few, if any, finds and this is 

what is suggested in the Battlefields Registration Guide. The research at Fulford however offers a 

possible explanation to explain the lack of finds from ancient battlefield. The best explanation for 

the evidence from Fulfors is that the post battle material was recycled. Only the defeat of the Norse 

five days later, and the location of all but one of the recycling site on a flood plain, allowed some 

evidence to survive.  
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5 Summary 
Because the evidence to locate the battle is so good, it is necessary to explain in detail how doubt 

and uncertainty has been introduced. This summary outlines the history of the planning process at 

Germany Beck because the reader needs to see just how, and by whom, uncertainty was injected 

which enabled the planning application on this site to be approved.  

I can find no record of any relevant person or authority denying Germany Beck as the likely location 

of the battle. What opponents claim is that they have found no evidence for a battle and insist that 

dateable, physical evidence is necessary for the site to be registered. They do not deny the location. 

The Desktop Study, probably dated to 1995 (no date or author are noted) says it was funded by 

Persimmon Homes, sets out the evidence available at the time clearly. It raises the issue of the 

location of the Battle of Fulford along Germany Beck: ‘The accounts of the Battle of Fulford refer to a 

ditch in the general vicinity of the battle ground. Considering the nature of the battle and the time 

required to dig a defensive ditch it may be tentatively suggested that the ditch referred to was 

Germany Beck.’ It concludes ‘The location for the battle is open to conjecture. The geographical 

details that the River was to the right (west) and the Ditch was on the left (east) suggests that the 

Ditch mentioned may refer to Germany Beck. This theory was adhered to by K Penn who wrote the 

report on the A64 Outer Ring Road evaluation in 1973. Broadhead in his article gives the location of 

the battle on Fulford Ings (SE 609488). Without further field evaluation this issue seems likely to 

remain unresolved.’ Concluding that ‘The site of the battle of Fulford, based on interpretation of the 

available evidence does suggest that this event may have occurred either on the site or very close to 

the eastern (sic) boundary of the site. Whether information relevant to this event would be 

forthcoming from the development of the site is difficult to say.’ 

Historic England (formerly EH) opposed the development on what they recognised as the likely site 

of the battle. Below we examine how this view was subverted and onus to provide proof transferred 

to me. The events reported below show how the applicants and the planning officers of City of York 

Council (CYC) achieved this.  

1. On 10 March 2004 Historic England objected to the planning proposal and say ‘that the 

archaeological information supplied by the applicant is seriously flawed and insufficient to 

provide an adequate assessment of the impact of the current application.’ 

2. On 16th March 2004, MAP (the archaeological contractor for the developer) faxed a two-page 

letter to the CYC planners (letter dated 15/3/2004 but there is no reference).  It says “As you can 

imagine we are a little surprised to find English Heritage are making an issue of the Battle of 

Fulford with regard to the development of the site.” The letter goes on to note that its work should 

be judged as a historic landscape appraisal and not a battlefield assessment. It is an assertive 

letter, signed by all of the principals of MAP telling the planners that they “have taken the matter 

up with English Heritage.” 

3. On 24th March 2004 HE responds after the meeting demanded by MAP, saying they have 

reviewed their files and are happy that their advice “is appropriate and justified.” (EH ref 

HB6014/729/0014 signed by John Hinchcliffe) The letter goes on to explain that the planning 

authority should not determine the application because of the uncertainty about the battlesite,  

“ ..an uncertainty we feel could have been reduced had different techniques been utilised for the 

assessment of the area. As we discussed, at the root of the issue therefore lies the specification 

for the work hitherto undertaken.” Below we read that CYC felt vulnerable because they agree 

to the specification even though most work was transferred to the new unitary authority of York 

in 1995, shortly before the investigations began. 
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4. The York archaeologist, John Oxley, e-mailing Hannah Blackburn, planning officer, that “Glenn 

Foard of the Battlefields Trust ‘makes a number of valid criticisms of the reports submitted by 

MAP’”. However, the notes go on to say that “he [JO] feels that we cannot refuse the 

app[lication] or request further study be done because ‘we have been in discussion with the 

applicants since 1996 and I have at every stage agreed the archaeological objectives and 

methodologies for evaluating this site.’ ”  There seems to be little point in a consulting HE if JO 

will not alter is view even though the previous specifications, which he agreed, are recognised as 

inadequate. Oxley did not even use his authority, despite numerous requests, to require the 

developer to allow my work on the site.  

5. On 29th April 2004, the City’s archaeologist recommended approving the application ignoring the 

advice from HE for more and different archaeology. Instead suggested various a mitigation, 

‘Prior to the occupation of the first dwelling the applicant shall submit details of and a 

programme for the implementation of an interpretative trail detailing the possible course of 

the Battle of Fulford, such details and programme to be agreed in writing by the Assistant 

Director (Planning and Sustainable Development). Reason: this development may lie on the site 

of the Battle of Fulford.’ The plans presented in late 2004 did indeed have ‘The Fulford 

battlefield Walk’ alongside the beck.  

6. Dr Paul Stamper who was the Battlefields Panel Co-ordinator for English Heritage at that time, 

wrote to City of York Council on 6 May 2004, “..while the available evidence is insufficient to allow 

the inclusion of the site on the Register of Battlefields, your authority may still be minded to 

conclude that on the balance of probability it has a significance as the most likely site of this 

important event.”  

7. Over several days in 2004, two of the country’s leading experts in medieval metalwork identified 

significant quantities of metal working debris among the metal detected find. I revealed details of 

this information to MAP and COYC in the Autumn of 2004. Various requests for access to the 

threatened land were still blocked.  

8. On 18 February 2005 Mike Slater, John Oxley both from CYC and Keith Emerick from Historic 

England and an unnamed colleague met to discuss the battlefield. The city planning officers 

appear to be trying to persuade HE that enough work has been done and that a general appraisal 

of the landscape, rather than a study focused on battlefield archaeology, would suffice. 

a. The notes say “Since March 04 – Charles Jones work in vicinity – metal objects recovered 

but few of 11c date & not sure where from in locality (CJ not given info).”  [All the data 

had been shared with John Oxley.] “CJ asked for access to site for metal detection work 

but Persimmons refused”. 

b. EH representative noted that the existing Landscape Appraisal had been questioned. 

c. The City’s archaeologist however “considered [it a] reasonable document [which] reviews 

evidence” and sets out reasons why he believes an “11c battle not something [one] can 

map on landscape.”  

d. But HE notes that the “technique used to detect [for a] different form of battle.” And the 

meeting notes end with JO’s question and statement “What arch[aeological] info would 

be sufficient to provide assessment?” and “Landscape in area has evolved - will still feel 

‘presence’ of landscape if devt goes ahead.” 

 

Ten days later an updated Historic Landscape Appraisal (the ‘revised HLA’) was emailed to Historic 

England. It contains the false and misleading claims that have provided the basis for all subsequent 

decisions about the battle site. The meeting notes, below, record at how Historic England was 

persuaded to accept them. 
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9. On 17th March 2005 a second meeting took place but this one included Michael Courcier, Paula 

Ware and Peter Morris all representing Persimmon Homes. According to the meeting notes: 

• Paula Ware drew attention to “a ‘New Dyke’ in 15C (1454) between Abbey Crofts & Damland Field 

[,] belonged to Abbey”. Paula Ware assumes this dyke is Germany Beck although there is no basis 

whatever for assuming that the 1454 charter evidence refers to Germany Beck; many drainage 

ditches drain into the beck as the only way to reach the Ouse. Nevertheless, this erroneous 

assumption would be used to cast doubt upon the location of the battle along the line of the beck: 

“The profile of Germany Beck, a drainage feature that was created in the 15th century, has been 

altered by dredging throughout the 20th century.”  The assertion that Germany Beck was created 

in the 15th century is wrong as existing geological surveys and C14 dates already proved. But 

somehow this utterly false assertion has been relied up by the planners, the inspector, and then 

the English Heritage designation team, to claim that there is some doubt about the course of 

Germany Beck.  

• Keith Emerick [HE] questions this assumption. The notes say: “Could [this] be [a] canalised 

feature? What do Battlefields look like - have [you] referred to Scandinavian Battlefields?” 

• Pressure was being applied to the English Heritage representative: (All word in double quotes are 

from the transcribed notes). 

o Paula Ware told EH that “arch[aeological] proof [was] needed and they [had] found no 

proof”. She was “[n]ot disputing [that the battle of Fulford] took place”, but she claimed 

it “cannot prove [it to be] in this area”, even suggesting it “could be within 2 m radius” 

and later on in the meeting she claims that they “[h]ave suggested other sites in area with 

‘landscape’ that … could be battle”.i  

o Michael Courcier told HE to consider “whether [this was a] material consideration” they 

would have to justify their opposition using “PPG15”. 

o He then suggested that Fulford battle was “not [of] sufficient weight to put in register.”  

despite Paul Stamper’s letter.  

• Michael Courcier went on to claim that “From all their work – no substantial evidence” and mis-

quotes Paula Ware’s HLA by claiming “GB may not have followed same line as in 1066 if did 

exist. Canalised-field drainage” and added that he needed “EH view quickly. Within context of 

PPG15”.  

• When Keith Emerick for Historic England suggested “[s]ufficient work hadn’t been done to 

establish whether BofF took place here”, Paula Ware retorted that none of their metal finds 

could be dated to the battle. She failed to note that the only a trivial amount of the area had 

been metal detected by the developer as a part of the inadequate archaeology criticised earlier 

It should be noted again that the desktop study had noted that the battle of Fulford probably 

took place on the proposed development site so there is no excuse for not incorporating 

relevant research into the archaeological investigation scheme.  

• John Oxley continues that “not great deal written about battles of this time”. He claimed it was 

“Highly unlikely [we] would recover any evidence” ignoring the material that had been reported 

to him. His statement that “numerous dev[elopments] … have eroded landscape” is also open to 

serious challenge. But goes on to ask rhetorically “Would harm be such of additional dev to cause 

refusal.”  “ Therefore retain ‘13C story’ in dev. with mitigation measures suggested by him”. [C14 

dates and finds already available allowed this ‘story’ to be proven wrong] 

• Keith Emerick [HE] responded that he wanted “more authoritative comment on how [to] look at 

Battlefield of that period.  – (arrow) what should look for & how find [therefore (symbol)]  show 

not there”. 
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o To this Paula Ware said they had “[g]one along with EH criteria & not found anything to 

support view BofF took place here” which defies the facts that HE wrote in April 2004 

saying that their opposition was due to the archaeological techniques “utilised for the 

assessment of the area”.  It is untrue and misleading to make any claim that they had done 

any work that was relevant to finding evidence from an ephemeral event like a battle. 

They had resisted and opposed undertaking relevant work and a sensible assessment of 

this action would want to know what they were trying to hide. 

• But JO still notes that they “will not have ‘fireproof’ case.” And he states, the “[b]ulk of mitigation 

strategy aimed at Romano-British finds” which are both statements of fact. The ‘story’ will not be 

fireproof unless it is a recognition that it conceals the true story. 

o This demonstrates that the City’s archaeological advisor is not addressing the evidence 

given to him. He has also failed to require relevant investigation to be undertaken and is 

willing to be party to a fabrication about the later origin of the beck. He even recognises 

that the case is not ‘fireproof’. 

• As the meeting draws to a close, Keith Emerick for English Heritage says he “Needs to state – didn’t 

take place here” and goes on to suggest that the “best approach [is] to use historic identity within 

development” because the “[s]ite has potential to engage people in history of area” which could 

be set out as a “public gain”. This necessary wording is indeed in another revision noted in the 

HLA three weeks later. As noted earlier, the Fulford Battlefield Walk did indeed appear on the 

planning application when it was submitted.    

• Paula Ware, the presumed author of the revised HLA, stated “Revised report - no new info, but 

XXXXXX  rewording.”  

11. On 24th March 2005, Keith Emerick of Historic England accepts the suggestion that Germany Beck 

was a 15th century drainage ditch and the false assertions that no evidence will be forthcoming 

and withdraws the objection provided that there are various mitigations. He writes: “The revisions 

to the Historic Landscape Appraisal indicates that Germany Beck may well have been created in 

the medieval period, or was a major reworking of that feature in the medieval period...” accepting 

the false information.  But it is hard to understand why, when I visited the HE Archive in Swindon 

after an EIR application, manuscript notes in many re-drafts of the HLA (e.g. beside paras 8.2.9 

and 8.3.8) make suggestions which appear in the subsequent draft. One example quotes a 1995 

EH study saying battle locations are resolved ‘only through sample excavations’ which I note that 

MAP was not required to do while I was denied access to undertake such work. It is hard to accept 

that HE contributed so much to give some credibilty to the misleading HLA. 

12. After this intensive work to amend the HLA, on 4 April 2005 Michael Rayner, chair of The 

Battlefields Trust, responds to the HLA received on 1st April 2005, by which time HE had already 

responded to accept the story set out in this defective document; “the main over-riding concern 

is that there has still not been a thorough archaeological survey conducted to the standard 

required for a site of potential historical significance. … It is extremely disturbing that MAP’s report 

can state categorically that ‘there is no evidence at all that it [the Battle of Fulford] took place on 

the site of the proposed development’ (para. 9.1.). This is simply not the case, with a range of 

historical, archaeological, geological and landscape evidence pointing to the land alongside 

Germany Beck being the site of at least part of the battle. Indeed, in earlier documentation the 

developers themselves admit to this as being the ‘probable’ or ‘likely’ site of the battle. …”  

“In making their assessment of the lack of battle archaeology from the Germany Beck site and 

more generally from the Fulford area, MAP have failed completely to take account the points 

raised in our earlier submission with regard to the problems in the investigation of battle 
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archaeology of the early medieval period. …This apparent lack of appreciation for the nature of 

battle-related archaeology for a battlefield of the 11th century remains a serious problem in 

MAP’s new Historic Landscape Appraisal. In para 9.7 it is claimed that the application site has 

been subjected to ‘rigorous archaeological investigation’. This simply is not true, unless the 

results have not been made available to us.”  

13. On 8 April 2004 I was sent a copy of the’ revised Historic Landscape Assessment’. (COYC ref 

01/01315/OUT) and told to respond by 22nd April which I did, pointing out that this as a worse 

fabrication than the previous appraisal, submitting an extensive commentary on my work along 

with a critique of this revised HLA.  

So from a position where all parties recognised that Germany Beck was the likely location of the 

battle, the planning system now proposed that the beck itself possibly did not exist at the time of 

the battle, a claim which was known to be false. It was nevertheless successful in casting doubt on 

the battle’s location. 

An application to have Fulford added to the Register of Battlefields could have been made in 2006 

(and records seen subsequently suggest that HE might have assessed Fulford for registration 

although I was not asked to contribute so was unaware of this). I was told that the designation 

process was suspended while The Heritage Bill, which could have recognised and protected 

battlefields such as Fulford, was being piloted through Parliament. This bill was announced in two 

Queen’s Speeches but lost its place in the legislative queue until the Coalition Government dropped 

the bill altogether. I spoke with officials a number of times and in December 2008 DCMS wrote to 

me saying ‘The Heritage Protection Bill is in a good state of readines for introduction at the earliest 

opportunity, as soon as Parliamentary time allows. Legislative reform is vital to bring about 

important structural changes to the Heritae Protection system.’ 

At a meeting in 2010 at Historic England’s (then English Heritage) HQ in Holburn I explained that no 

building work had started on Germany Beck site, where planning permission had been granted in 

2006, but the site was still under threat. I was told the substantive legislation was to be replaced 

using secondary legislation as soon as possible. In 2012 I was invited to apply to have the site 

registered and this application was assessed against the Selection Guide, published in 2013. (I note 

that the Selection Guide has now been revised to say that there is a debate about the site of the 

1066 battle of Fulford.)  

In February 2012 HE assessed the application and while I could have provided evidence to address 

the criticisms in their internal report, it noted Germany Beck as the ‘most likely site’ and that that 

the ‘interpretation of the course of the battle is plausible and is the best fit for the surviving 

evidence’. [#5.2] The next paragraph however notes; ‘To include Fulford in the Register at this stage 

would raise the temperature of discussions regarding the detailed planning application.’ Then the 

report goes on to say that ‘EH is currently considering responding to the request to Register with 

advice which recognises Germany Beck is likely to be the location of the Battle, but that, given the 

planning situation, refrains from adding the site to the Register.’ 

To their credit the Battlefields Panel, who were asked to advise on the matter, ignored HE’s 

preferred course and said the site should be registered. (BP 2012/3/E)  

“ 6.1 EH had received a request to include Fulford on the Register of Historic Battlefields.   The 

request supported the conclusion reached by a number of historians that Germany Beck was the 

most likely location for the battle.   

“6.2 In 2006 a public inquiry held into the development of the Germany Beck site for housing 

resulted in the granting of outline planning permission.  The inquiry concluded that there was no 
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archaeological evidence for the battle and suggested that it was likely the battle was fought 

elsewhere.  However, members agreed with EH that the absence of any robust archaeological 

evidence was not an indicator that the battle must have taken place elsewhere, as very few artefacts 

have been retrieved from any pre-1400 battlefield in England.  Having reviewed the case put 

forward, EH had concluded that, on the balance of probability, Germany Beck was indeed the 

location of the Battle of Fulford and a reasonable boundary could be identified focusing on the line 

of the Germany Beck.  Members agreed that the evidence was as strong as it was for example in 

determining the location of the Battle of Maldon.   

 “6.3 Members agreed that the site was of great historical importance given its role in the lead up to 

the Battle of Hastings.  They noted that registration was a non-statutory designation, and that 

adding Fulford to the Battlefields Register would not have any direct impact on the current 

development proposals.  However, members felt very strongly that the site should be added to the 

Register in the hope of securing more effective mitigation strategies.  They also noted that the 

development would affect a small, albeit very important, part of the area being considered for 

registration and felt that the proposed road running from Selby Road to the east side of the 

development site increased the likelihood of further development into the north east and south 

west of this area.  

“ 6.4 The Panel:  
 a) supported EH’s view that, on the balance of probability, Germany Beck was the location of the 
Battle of Fulford; and  
 b) advised that, notwithstanding the impending development, the site should be added to the 
Battlefields Register.” 
This resulted in a consultation process. However, HE still declining to register the site by giving 

credence to opinions that I challenge with evidence some of which are outlined in the annexes 

below.  

A request to English Heritage for a review of the designation decision produced this response to my 

claim that 'The Advice Report is heavily influenced by out-of-date planning documentation'. The 

response said that “..in accepting that 'Germany Beck remains the most likely candidate for the site 

of the Battle of Fulford', the original designation assessment disagrees significantly with the 

conclusions of the 2006 public inquiry.” (UID no. 469813) The public inquiry, assessing the work I 

reported, expressed ‘concern about the allusion to finds’ and that ‘they seem to be something of an 

illusion’, doubting if my claims for the battle would ever be published.  

The archaeological conclusions from the public inquiry are shocking because the facts available 

disagree significantly with what was reported. The inspector was also shown evidence of water voles 

but reported the beck was not a suitable habitat; the Police later intervened to oblige proper 

permissions and mitigations were in place for this vibrant water vole habitat.  

I make the point very strongly that all of the reports that underpin the planning permission should 

be scrutinised with reference to what is outlined above.       
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Conclusion 
Things have moved on with both the planning and the battlefield research which merits this new 

application for registration of the Fulford battlefield.  

There is now even more evidence to locate the site securely: There are more and better translations 

of the literature which have provided ways to test the previous understanding. These additional 

sources go further than simply supporting the existing interpretation but add more topographic 

information that can be clearly placed in the landscape of Germany Beck such that it is wrong to use 

the term ‘likely’ because there are no sites where these features can be found together in an area 

one can sensibly call Fulford.  

There is also more evidence to support the post-battle metal recycling hypothesis whose locations fit 

the interpretation of the battle action, as described later. Other finds such as the sword and the 

tanged arrows support the location of this battlesite. The excavations have revealed a road into the 

ford and a datable surface with bones and iron fragments which, despite precise dateable data being 

unobtainable, is the debris one might expect from a battle focused on this ford. 

The detailed planning permission has also now been agreed and despite the construction of the 

access road, the whole site can still be clearly understood with the bonus that it is already open and 

accessible. Public paths exist beside the river Ouse, the Ings and along Germany Beck. If the planning 

condition to provide a battlefield walk before the first house is occupied is enforced, the battle of 

Fulford will become an extensive, premiere, accessible heritage asset of international importance.  

The images provided later try to illustrate just how open and accessible the site remains with almost 

no constructions even when the planned housing is considered. A visit to the site will confirm just 

how exceptionally undisturbed the landscape has been since the time of the battle. Registration now 

will ensure that future developments on the site will have regard for this important battle landscape.  

On the basis that the site can be securely located by each of the strands of evidence with Germany 

Beck as the only possible location matching all the topography noted in the literature; and the 

boundary of the action can be clearly mapped onto the landscape by the literature and supported by 

several strands of physical evidence, I ask that the site of the battle of Fulford is considered for 

Registration as quickly as possible.  

 

Chas Jones 

November 2017 
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Annex A Papers being prepared 
• The archaeology of the ancient road 

• Investigations of the peat 

• Geological finding concerning the formation of the landscape of Germany Beck 

• Recreating the 1066 land surface of Fulford 

• Desktop study of pre-existing data 

• Environmental studies and archaeology 

• Interpreting the land use around Fulford 

• Index of primary and secondary literature related to the 1066 battle of Fulford 

• Statistical analysis of the metal detecting finds from the Fulford battlefield project 

• Metal detected finds catalogue from the project 

• Conservation of iron find 

• The post-battle metal recycling hypothesis 

• A reference collection of horseshoes 12-19 century 

• Report on trench 1 and 3 (The ancient road) 

• Report on trench 2 (The battle surface of 1066) 

• Report on trench 4 (The peat zone) 

 

Although these data have emerged as a result of the Fulford battlefield investigation, they will 

enable material that is not related to an understanding of the battle to be fully published, 

 

The papers will therefore adopt a format which publishes the data with some limited interpretation 

and discussion.  

 

My plan is then to separately produce another book, building the thesis about the history, location, 

course and archaeology of the battlesite. 
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Annex B Comparing translations 
To illustrate how different translations can be, the key section of Snorri’s Heimskringla relating to 
the battle is compared. The Magnusson/Palsson (Penguin) version was the primary version used by 
the late Dr Richard Hall to guide the landscape research during the Fulford project. But the Laing 
version was used in this book because of copyright issues with Penguin. In this particular section the 
Laing version is more coherent militarily. However both fit and describe the same landscape. 

1844 by Samuel Laing 1966 Magnusson and Palsson Notes  

King Harald now went on the land, 
and drew up his men.   

..he went ashore and began to 
draw up his army,  

Neither mention the move from 
Riccall towards York 

The one arm of this line stood at 
the outer edge of the river, 

with one flank reaching down to 
the river 

The term translated as arm refers 
to an army. Flank is a tactical 
location not a group which is 
problematic later.  

the other turned up towards the 
land  

and the other stretching inland  From the dry land beside the river 
one could turn towards the land or 
stretch inland. 

along a ditch; and towards a dyke where The ditch/dyke meets the river so 
one would go along rather than 
towards it.  

there was also a morass, deep, 
broad, and full of water. 

there was a deep and wide 
swamp full of water. 

This would describe the Ings or 
Germany Beck on the morning of 
20/9/1066 and the land beyond. 

The earls let their army proceed 
slowly down along the river, with 
all their troops in line.   

The English Earls brought their 
army slowly down along the river 
in close formation. 

The ‘close formation/troops in 
line’ is a shieldwall and both 
mention slow deployment. 

The king's banner was next to the 
river, where the line was thickest. 

King Harald’s standard was near 
the river, where his forces were 
thickest, 

The river bank is not visible from 
Germany Beck which is relevant to 
what happens next. 

It was thinnest at the ditch, where 
also the weakest of the men were. 

but the thinnest and least 
reliable part of the line was at 
the dyke. 

The Norse had a thin shieldwall 
along a ditch/dyke. This must have 
faced the English, not a flank as 
‘towards’ suggests 

When the earls advanced 
downwards along the ditch, the 
arm of the Northmen's line which 
was at the ditch gave way;  

The earls now advanced down 
the line of the dyke, and the 
Norwegian flank there gave way; 

Downwards describes an attack 
descending in this landscape. 
Down is ambiguous, as it could 
mean ‘along’ or ‘the line advanced 
down’ 

and the Englishmen followed, 
thinking the Northmen would fly.  
The banner of Earl Morcar 
advanced then bravely. 

The English went after them, 
thinking that the Norwegians 
would flee. Earl Morcar’s banner 
was in the van. 

It looked like a rout because 
Morcar was unaware of the army 
by the river. 

In the following stanza it has   

The English array had come to the 
ditch against him.. 

 ..the English flank was advancing 
down the dyke.. 

Flanks don’t advance and down 
again is ambiguous.  

Teasing out meaning from the phrase ‘síga fylking sína ofan með ánni’, when the English attacked, 

can fit many translations. In the context of the landscape where other evidence suggests the battle 

was fought, one translation provides a slightly better fit. One could argue that if the words are 

capable of being rendered differently then no such match from literature to landscape can be 

credible. But this would-be sophistry which the OED defines as ‘The use of clever but false 

arguments, especially with the intention of deceiving.’  

The purpose of translation is to extract understanding and meaning. The present purpose is not to 

transform the words to make the events incomprehensible. It is legitimate to favour a translation 

which fits the identified landscape once all the translations have been tested to see if they are 

coherent in the context of the real world. 
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Annex C  Place names 
Some questionable speculations about the origins of two place names were introduced during the 

previous designation consultation. Both the places proposed are outside the extensive parish of 

Fulford so geographically remote from any sensible location for a battle that the literature says took 

place at Fulford. The suggestion that the names refer to places of battle is also nonsense as well as 

irrelevant, since both names are recorded before 1066.   

Naburn 

Naburn has ‘no satisfactory suggestion has been offered for the first element’ (Gelling) and the same 

source notes that –burna was ‘in common use in Northumbria before the Norse settlements’.  The 

prefix might mean ‘narrow’ or even ‘an island’ in a stream where both parts of the name are from 

the same etymological origin. Nes- appears within Norse names like Ho-nes-sea, Hornsea. However, 

as Gelling notes, the OE word referring to a point of land was extended to cover the wider area 

during Danelaw.  

Wheldrake 

There is no good evidence for the origin of the name Wheldrake. Gelling notes ‘ cweld meaning 

destruction or death in OE ‘is favoured by reference books, but the word has not been noted in any-

other place-name and the compound is not convincing’. The mixing of etymologies is a problem. 

Mixing old Norse and old English together in place names is not normal with the notable exception 

of the suffix –by which is concentrated in the area of the five counties. One suggestion is that –by 

“has replaced the OE –byrig, the dative singular of burh ‘fortified place’, later ‘manor (house)’”. 

Selby is named for its willow trees.  

Again, it should also be noted that both Naburn & Wheldrake names predate the battle of 1066 so 

the speculation that the names might refer to ‘places of bodies’ cannot have the slightest relevance 

to locating the battle of Fulford as previous assessments implied. 

The following place names surround the battlesite and are added for interest  

Escrick 

Escrick is situated on the route between Fulford and Riccall. The prefix Esc- might be ‘a Norse-

influenced for of old English’ meaning Ash tree. ‘In some instances, it is possible that *ric refers to 

the agger of a roman road..’ which is consistent with the excavation at the road identified at the ford 

which aligns well with Escrick. (The Landscape of Place-names’ Gelling & Cole 2000 1900289253) The 

difficulty with ascribing a precise meaning to this suffix  ‘supports the hypothesis of an early date’ for 

*ric.  

Riccall 

At Riccall, on the other hand, Ric-  is ascribed to a ‘personal name’. Halh as a suffix is a hollow or 

sunken place.(Gelling) The first record of the name is written as Richale. Taylor in his recent history 

of Riccall notes that the subsequent centuries recorded many spellings including ‘Rykehal, Rical, 

Rickall, Rycall’, a variation in spelling which is matched at Fulford but Taylor notes that the clerks 

making the records ‘seem cavalier about the spelling.., it is unlikely that the pronunciation changed 

much, if at all, over the last thousand years.’ Before mass education, spelling attempted to be 

phonetic. In an interesting footnote Taylor notes there is another Riccal in Yorkshire where the name 

is ‘the calf (meaning baby) of the Rye[river]’ well illustrating the caution we must exercise with 

interpreting any place name.  
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Fulford 

Fuleforde (currently indexed by the National Archive as Foleforde/Fuleford/Fuleforde) and Fuletorp 

mentioned in the Domesday survey of 1086. If ‘torp’ represents the suffix ‘thorp’, (Norse derivation 

– hamlet) then the existence of a settlement, as well as a nearby fording place might be a reasonable 

conclusion. If one follows this conjecture, the settlement of Fueltorp has a Scandinavian origin.  

This interpretation suggests that there were two separately named locations in Domesday, one was 

the place of the ford and the other a housing settlement. Modern translations of Domesday have 

Fueltorp as Gate Fulford with Foleford as Water Fulford placing the ford away from Gate Fulford 

which is/was the northern half of Fulford. The naming issues surrounding Gate and Water Fulford is 

the subject of a separate essay (available on request) showing how Gate Fulford attempted to usurp 

the parish of Water Fulford until slapped down by the East Riding authorities. 

The influx of tidal alluvial mud would have been noted from about 600CE. However, excavations 

show that the ford surface was scoured and stable until the century after the battle. At the time of 

the battle this would not be a very muddy ford. However, the fording place became increasing 

unusable after the 15 C. It is difficult to see the city greeting Henry VIII at the ford and one might 

surmise that some sort of bridge existed by that date, accelerating the silting at the ford.  

Prior to the identification of the road leading into the ford across Germany Beck is was thought that 

Fulford might have been an area noted for its many muddy, fording places but the evidence now 

suggests a precise crossing point where the river tides deposited alluvium making ‘muddy ford’ a 

descriptive place name. 

Germany Beck 

The desktop study for Persimmon, referred to earlier, says “the derivation of the name 'Germany' is: 

Germani from the Celtic word for shouters; Gairm is a load cry or neighbour to the Gauls from Celtic 

or Gair as a neighbour.” In the context of the pre-historic crossing excavated at the ford, it is possible 

to give increased credence to this ancient origin for the name attached to the beck. The ditch does 

provide a significant boundary in the landscape. 

The etymology for the river Mersey is analogous although there are two suggested sources: First the 

AS mǣres, referring to a river boundary. The alternative etymology has a Celtic origin, môr-afon or 

sea-river, which would appear to be the likely source of the Welsh name, Afon Merswy. Studies of 

the ancient watercourses in Gloucestershire have also showed that modern names often reflected 

the ancient tribal boundaries.  

An Enclosure Award refers to ‘German Crofts’ and places the beck in the area we recognize as 

Fulford with the term Germany Beck being first noted in the mid-18th century. This is not to dismiss 

the suggestion by historians that the name might derive from German de Brettgate, a landowner 

dated to the 10th century. Using either etymology, the beck was named before the time of the battle 

and there is no reason to expect it to be re-named to reflect the 1066 battle.   

The Persimmon desktop study concludes, ‘Therefore it is possible that Germany Beck has also a long 

antiquity.’ Both points, about the naming and antiquity of the beck, are made forcefully since the 

previous designation assessment implied some significance to the fact that the beck’s name did not 

reflect the battle action as well as implicitly accepting the falsehood that Germany Beck was 

constructed after the time of the battle. Both are examples of poor scholarship. 
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Annex D Pictures of the site 
Claims that the site has been changed such that it would not merit registration after the new road 

was built, are addressed here. The images demonstrate that the majority of this flood-plain is not, 

and cannot be built on. It is impossible to really convey the landscape with images but this is an 

attempt to convey the look of the site - A site visit is strongly recommended. The majority of the 

battlesite remains open and accessible to the public and it is noted that the developers working on 

the site are required to provide a battlefield walk before the first home is occupied.  

However, threats to the site continue. English Heritage anticipated this in February 2012 writing  

“members [of the battlefields panel] felt very strongly that the site should be added to the Register 

in the hope of securing more effective mitigation strategies. They also noted that the development 

would affect a small, albeit very important, part of the area being considered for registration and felt 

that the proposed road running from Selby Road to the east side of the development site increased 

the likelihood of further development into the north east and south west of this area.” (BP 

2012/3/E) Such creeping developments are already being approved.  

My fear is that the landscape will be significantly transformed as attempts are made to provide flood 

protection for the new access road.  

                

The access road emerges onto the A19 in the centre 
of this image of the flooded road. Various plans have 
been seen that would require significant earth 
moving and embankment to provide protection for 
this misplaced road. 

This image from July 2016 show the route of the 
new access road. The excavations inside the 
treeline, exposed the ford, ancient line of the beck 
and the old road from the south.  

 

Image 1  A section of the south bank of the river Ouse where a stone base to the bank provides a good landing for King 
Harald’s fleet. The southern part of Middlethorpe Ings is visible behind the north bank of the Ouse. Water Fulford Hall is just 
off to the right and the sharp bend in the river with its junction with Germany Beck.  
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Image 2  Following the floods in 2016, the shape of the land surface was revealed, stripped of its vegetation. The 
foreground is 3.8m of post-11C build-up. But in the centre, behind the post barrier, the land shape reflects the underlying 
formations. The course of the ancient road runs in the fold in the land to the beck, marked by the treeline. The surface of the 
ancient beck was excavated and all of the land on the line of the ancient beck had been excavated shortly before the flood.    

 

Image 3 Looking east from the playing field with the ford to the left. The ancient road would be in the foreground. 

 

Image 4 Again, looking east towards the playing field from the rising ground with the path that aligns with road through 
the lost mediaeval village of Water Fulford. Water Fulford hall is behind, left. 

 

Image 5  This is the west end of the peat basin. The land surface is almost unchanged as the natural surface is about 15 cm 
below – An extensive trench is visible (in front of the black bag of rubbish collected when the flood retreated). The distant 
line of willows marks the beck. This is the land shape of 1066.  
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Image 6   The formidable bank, beck and hedge provided the left flank for Morcar. Another tributary runs along the treeline 
iton the distance, with the flow of Germany Beck flowing to the right. The enclosed land is shown below.  

 

Image 7   This is the area of peat where Morcar could have mustered his retreating army in a small area which is protected, 
left and right (see image 6) from attack. The bridge spanning the beck is visible near the centre of the picture. Several areas 
of peat at a depth consistent with the 11C were found during augering. One big recycling area is up the bank to the left.  

 

Image 8 This was one of a set of images taken in September 2012 after a flood and shows the zone where steep banks, 
streams and hedges would provide some respite (image 7). The image was taken in conditions as near as can be calculated 
to those found at high tide on the day of the battle. 
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Image 9  This shows a section of Germany Beck with the steep moraine bank in the foreground and the retreat field where 
most of the recycling sites were located. The area is still open even though it has now been sculpted to provide flood ponds. 

 

Image 10  Back over on the west side of the site, this shows the beck to the west (river Ouse) side of the moraine breach and 
fording place. There has been some canalising of the beck to the right but this section in the foreground provides the route, 
after crossing the beck 200m to the right, to bring the Norse army behind the Northumbrian army.   

 

Image 11 The Ings, after heavy rain, looking towards Fulford with the high ground of the modern Fulford village to the left 
and the river Ouse to the right. The battle area is at the horizon; the levées beside the river has the greener grass rather 
than reeds. Some of the Ings have been drained with ditches. 
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Image 12  The river Ouse divided the two armies at the 
western side of the battlefield. Middlethorpe Ings are on 
the opposite bank. The shape of the banks was altered 
when the river lock was installed downstream at Naburn 
but in dry years the stone base on the near side (south 
bank) is exposed.   

Image 13  This is Fulford village green taken when new 
foul water pipes were being laid to the treatment works. 
Archaeological work undertaken revealed that the ancient 
beck crossing point was close to this table and is now 20m 
north (behind) with the Ouse 10n west (right). This sites on 
the levée with the lower Ings to the east (left).  
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Annex E A narrative of the battle 
Here, I compose a narrative of the events, actions and reactions surrounding the battle that is based 

on the evidence, but with some speculations or judgements that are noted.  

Two sources say King Harald landed at Fulford. Gaimar tells us that, after his overnight stop at St 

Wilfrid’s, Harald sailed on reaching Fulford in the evening. The low tide, preceding the tidal bore, 

was about 17.20 which suggests that the arrival would have taken place as darkness fell because the 

flow of the rising tide would speed the journey. The surging, fast rising tidal bore would also make it 

difficult for defenders to block the river while arriving at dusk would effectively prevent a hasty 

attack being mounted while landing or during the hours of darkness.  

It is however very likely that an advanced party had secured the area to facilitate this build-up and 

deployment of the Norse armies. Fulford, provided a defendable assembly area, and was also 

familiar territory for Harald’s ally, Earl Tostig. Domesday tells us that Tostig held the hall at Water 

Fulford was part of his holdings until he was deposed in 1065. This local knowledge was key to the 

events and timing of the battle that would follow.  

Speed is a weapon used by good commanders and the exceptional tidal surge along the 

Humber/Ouse at the time of arrival would allow the invaders to move swiftly inland from the coast. 

However, the sources mention a battle at Scarborough and a second is mentioned in Holderness. 

Was this a diversion, designed to lure the defenders towards the coast? The invaders could not have 

safely moved up the Ouse if their arrival had been anticipated. The landing and action in the east 

would focus attention away from the river. 

Earl Tostig could be expected to lead this landing party as he was revenging the action taken the 

previous year by the thanes of this Wapentake. Tostig’s diversionary invasion would also explain the 

order of arrival, with King Harald bypassing Tostig after the former had landed in Orkney to land his 

wife and daughters. While Tostig was raiding in Holderness, Harold could have moved to St Wilfrid’s. 

We might imagine a meeting there while Tostig reported, before the latter moved on to Riccall to 

secure the base and assembly area. When all was set the tide would have carried Harold’s ship, 

moving at up to 10 knots in about 6 hours.  

Battle was not the only option available in this period. A force that was clearly inferior might accept 

terms and submit. We read that King Harald’ invaders ‘offered battle’ and the challenge was 

evidently accepted by the native armies. Unlike the domestic disagreement on English soil in early 

decades of the 11th century, a confrontation between opposing armies was settled by negotiation 

and without shedding much blood. Something was different about the coming clash at Fulford as 

there is no evidence of any parlay. No embassies were exchanged. King Harald did not send to 

demand submission or ask for hostages.  

Earl Edwin brought his army over to help his brother when Tostig raided Lindsey in the summer. 

Historians view the coup against Tostig as having a Mercian flavour. York had also been the centre of 

national life earlier in the year when King Harold had married Edwin and Morcar’s sister, Ealdgyth. 

Edwin was now doubly bound to fight any invaders.  

There was another personal component for Edwin and Morcar in their fight with the ousted Tostig. 

He had led a cavalry army through Mercia three years earlier, aiming to destroy the ally of Edwin’s 

father, Gryffedd in Wales. Tostig was also implicated in the circumstances surrounding the exile and 

subsequent death of Edwin and Morcar’s own father as well as making their sister, now married to 

King Harold II, a widow. The coming battle against Tostig was very personal. 

We learn from the ASC that the Mercian navy was based near Tadcaster, half a day’s march from 

York. King Harald’s arrival near York would be observed and it would have made sense to deploy 
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most of the Mercians to oppose him but on the North bank in the area known as Middlethorpe Ings. 

While the Mercian army was deployed, it is possible that only those who had horses would be 

available to move quickly enough to join the Northumbrian army at Fulford the following morning. 

Defensive position 

One might speculate that Earl Edwin and his hearth-troops were given the crucial role of defending 

the river bank beside the Ouse which would be exposed when the tide fell low enough, about 

midday. We know that Edwin submitted to Harald so it was his troops that were opposing the Norse 

crossing of the beck. Ultimately, it would be their failure to hold this flank that would play a critical 

part in the defeat of the defenders at Fulford. But the waterlogged Ings landscape made this a 

difficult place to deploy and an impossible place to defend.  

Forewarned of the landings at Fulford and Riccall, the earls and their experienced commanders had 

doubtless spent some time selecting ground that would favour them in the battle to come. Morcar 

waited in York, rather than rushing to the coast to meet Tostig. Fulford was an excellent location 

from a defender’s point of view. The tidal ford was surrounded by marshy land and the defenders 

overlooked their attackers.  

Flanks are a preoccupation of every commander. They did not want the Norse to get round the end 

of their line and attack them from behind. The weapons, arms, leadership and training were all 

designed to fight a battle behind a shieldwall. Morcar’s right flank was protected by the river Ouse 

and with his brother ready to move onto the Ings when the tide fell. The left flank was even better 

with two layers of unassailable natural defences. This would prove the salvation of Morcar and some 

of his army as it was a place ‘where there was no opposition’ as one source notes. Nature had 

constructed a good defensive position for the English.  

King Olaf, Harald’s half-brother, ‘ordered the whole army to be gathered by the war trumpets into 

battle array, and ordered all the men to arm, and to lie down for the night under their shields; for he 

was told the enemy’s army had come to the neighbourhood.’ So, it was evidently good practice to be 

in position in good time so the references to slow deployment would suit Edwin’s reaction rather 

than Morcar’s preparation for this pitched battle. Harald’s men, we are told, were in location, a little 

discomforted by arrow from the Mercians on the north bank but they had their ships, hedges and a 

hall for shelter. Perhaps many of Morcar’s men also slept with their shield and a cloak providing 

shelter the night before the battle at the ford. 

Complex, ‘convoy’ calculations suggest that the last flotilla of ships reached Riccall the previous 

evening with the tidal bore limiting the number that could ride the one daylight tide each day. One 

can calculate that it would take five hours for Tostig to move and deploy his full force from Riccall 

along the two routes available moving off once it was light. 

King Harald had three forces under his control. The smallest belonged to Tostig and his ally Cospig, 

reinforced by a small contingent from Scotland. They could probably only count on a few hundred 

good warriors as Tostig was deserted by his contingent from Flanders and the impressed seamen. 

There were the troops from Orkney and Shetland, with their earls. Harald would trust these troops 

less than his own.  

Finally, Harald had his Norwegians veterans, which some estimate at over 10,000. With space for no 

more than 60 ships along the limited, gently sloping banks on the outside of the bend at Fulford, he 

could have had no more than 2,500 quality troops. This was insufficient to engage in battle but 

strong enough to deter a surprise, dawn attack which was also constrained by the imminent arrival 

of the tidal bore, about 2 hours after first light. 
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Sunrise 

The sun rose shortly before six o’ clock on the 20th September but daylight comes slowly in 

autumnal Yorkshire. It was probably a little after 9 o’clock when the first formed troops of the 

invading army arrived on the battlefield after the march from Riccall. It would be another two to 

three hours before the full force of the Norwegians arrived. Earl Tostig was noted as an intelligent 

and scheming man. He would have recognised that he did not want to provoke an attack before the 

full force was ready and knew that the ‘pool’ or water-filled ditch would prevent a premature attack.  

At the ford, the English enjoyed a grandstand view of Tostig’s army assembling from their straighter, 

steeper shoulder of the moraine. One might speculate that King Harald and his army kept a low 

profile during this time. The tactic that Harald had developed when fighting for the Byzantine Empire 

was to allow the mêlée to develop and then strike with his most potent force which he held in 

reserve until the right moment. It was Earl Tostig and the earls of the outer islands who he would 

expect to lead or absorb the attack. Harald would strike forcefully with his fresh ‘best troops’ once 

the pattern of battle was established.  

Midday 

Two concerns might have troubled the young brother earls as the hours rolled round towards 

midday. First there was the continuing stream of warriors arriving from Riccall. Second was the 

uncertainty about the force that had already arrived at Fulford by boat. A competent leader would 

have ensured the river route to York was blocked in some way and we might assume that something 

had been improvised once the tidal surge passed. The defenders might also have prepared a 

response in case the Norse attempted to assemble a bridge of boat to Middlethorpe Ings, perhaps 

for a surprise attack on an undefended York. This threat would have tied down a significant number 

of Mercians who had no way to quickly reach Fulford. Was this the slow response that some sources 

note? It certainly ensured that the Mercian force as split on opposite banks of the Ouse. 

As it approached the middle of the day and the water at the ford was flowing back into the ebbing 

Ouse, it was the Northumbrians and Earl Morcar who made the first move, we are told. This was an 

appropriate response to the growing concern about the enemy build-up which Morcar might have 

perceived of as looking inferior to his force. Norse sources would tell us that this was a tactical ploy 

to have a weaker army at the ford (or ditch). The topography completely prevented the defenders 

from observing the reserve force near Water Fulford Hall who were in dead ground.  

The troops would probably have been the Orkney islanders, led by their earls and with Earl Tostig’s 

small force in the centre as the leader. Although sources do not say this group was expected to give 

ground, it is setting up a possible win-win situation for the invaders. Had they beaten Morcar’s 

attack back, Harald would have let them continue. However, the saga tells us that ‘When the earls 

advanced downwards into the fen, the arm[y] of the Northmen’s line which was at the ditch gave 

way; and the Englishmen followed, thinking the Northmen would fly. The banner of Earl Morcar 

advanced then bravely.’ 

The English evidently succeeded in pushing the opposing shieldwall back at the ford. The significant 

slope initially favoured Morcar and it would have been relatively easy to use their ‘step’ drill with the 

shieldwall advancing as a unit, to push the invaders back. But the English had been drawn off their 

high ground and into the amphitheatre where the Norsemen still lined the slopes. The arc of the 

land began to stretch the advancing shieldwall drawing reinforcements into the line. The shieldwall 

at the ford would be stretched to twice its length it if advanced just 40 metres. 

The stretched line of the English spent perhaps an hour driving into the Norsemen’s line, fighting 

across the ford. Earl Edwin and his Mercian contingent watching the right flank could be forgiven if 

he was distracted by the apparent success at the ford. The situation looked good for the English at 
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this point in the battle. He might even have been preparing to follow him across the ford when the 

flank threat developed.  

Counter-attack 

However, King Harald had managed to draw Morcar from his strong position and across the ditch in 

the centre. Morcar had also been forced to thin his line. This salient had meant that the English 

shieldwall, initially about 500 metres, was now about 600 metres long. Earl Morcar was also on the 

lower ground. He would not be in a good position to observe what was going on.  

“ [Harald] had the standard ‘Landwaster’ carried forward and made so hard an attack that all were 

driven back. Morcar’s brother had had his standard brought along the river, downwards against the 

army of Harald, but when the King hardened his attack, the earl and his men fled along the river.”  

King Harald, possibly pre-planned with Tostig, had identified a weak point in the English defence. If 

Harald could force his way across the beck beside the river where the ships were beached, he would 

be in a position to surround the English. Since he was downstream from the defenders, the fall of 

tide happened slightly but significantly earlier, exposing the levée leading to the beck earlier to the 

Norse.  

As a prelude to this attack Harald ‘ordered a war-blast to be blown and urged them on.’ So far, the 

only action had been at the ford. Now, all along the line the Norsemen made their way into the ditch 

and began to move towards the English shieldwall on the other side. In some places the separation 

was only thirty metres but in most places the opposing shieldwalls along the banks of Germany Beck 

were nearly fifty metres apart.  

The effect of an attack along the whole length of the line allowed King Harald to launch his counter-

attack. English warriors would have their whole attention focused to the front to ensure their 

personal survival. The full-frontal attack along the ditch was a decoy which would prevent any 

English war bands going to aid parts of the line that were under pressure. There would be no more 

fresh reinforcements fed into the overstretched line at the ford, or the outpost beside the river. 

This sequence of events was not haphazard nor exploiting a sudden opportunity. Harald had offered 

an attractive ‘sacrifice’ to Earl Morcar knowing that he was bound not only to accept it but likely to 

continue the advance because it must have felt to the English as if they were winning, unaware or 

mindless of Harald’s reserve army.  

The reputation of the banner known as ‘Landwaster’ had evidently impressed the author of 

Encomium Emma which records that,  

“…the Danes had a banner possessed of a wonderful property, which although I believe it will seem 

incredible to the reader, nevertheless, because it is true, I will insert it for him for the sake of truth. 

For although it was woven of a very plain bright silk and had no figure embroidered on it yet always 

in time of war a raven seemed as it were to appear on it, in victory opening its beak and beating its 

wings, restless in its feet, but very quiet and drooping in its whole body in defeat.”  

The track beside the river must have seemed an easy place to attack with a flat, ‘V’ shaped ditch 

where Germany Beck flowed into the Ouse. When King Harold, or one of his younger and fitter 

captains identified as Earl Orr, led this charge along the riverbank, it might have taken less than half 

a minute from the time the charge broke cover until the full weight of King Harald’s ‘best men’ hit 

Earl Edwin and any of his Mercian guards that had successfully deployed to try and block this 

advance.  

The use of the term ‘down along’ might be taken to describe the obstacles to the Mercian 

deployment. They would have first to descend the moraine and then pick their way along a levée, 
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and research on the Ings suggests that there might have been a number of routes available. 

However, the rate of deployment would be limited along these causeways. King Harald, with a 

better path to the crossing, soon had his best troops on the firm ground that formed a levée or 

causeway on the defenders’ side of the beck. 

It is probable that the experienced Mercian leaders would have recognised the threat that the falling 

tide presented while that same military expertise employed by the Norse force would have 

appreciated this as a tactical opportunity. The environment favoured the attacker. This had been a 

good place for Harald to offer battle. 

Harald’s veterans would have had been hard to resist as they drove a wedge between the Mercian 

and the Northumbrian army. Once Earl Morcar was made aware of the threat, his options were 

limited. The fact that he survived is a credit to his leadership and the quality of his fighting men but 

also owes a little to the landscape. The tide was a few hours away from its very low level.  

Once enough of King Harald’s men had crossed the beck, Earl Edwin had to fall back.  

 

 

This diagram shows the beck in 1066 with its width indicating the level reached during high tide on the day of the battle. 
King Harald’s troops might have remained out of sight until the counter-stroke was launched by him towards Earl Edwin, 
with the aim of outflanking the advancing Northumbrian line.  

Edwin’s Retreat 

Once Earl Edwin and the Mercians had retreated perhaps 50 metres, which they had to do in order 

to secure their own position, the right flank of Morcar’s army was open to attack. Earl Edwin might 

have spotted this but it was unrealistic to send for reinforcements since the only way to reach the 

main force now was back along the river bank, and that would mean rushing several kilometres to 

get a message to his brother just 400 metres away. Edwin’s Mercians were now effectively isolated 

from Morcar’s Northumbrians.  

Earl Edwin’s battle along the levée could have lasted through the rest of the day. So long as they 

held the shieldwall, the Mercians would be difficult to defeat. The Ings extend half way back towards 

York. The Norwegians would have to charge their line repeatedly to force it back. The Mercians 

could yield a kilometre or more before there was any risk to their flank as they were protected by 

the Ouse and the Ings.  

They were probably relatively safe because the focus of the battle was now on the destruction of 

Morcar’s much bigger local army. The ‘Landwaster’ might have moved away and with it the pressure 

on the riverbank. Even if Earl Edwin could fight his way back to the beck, which is unlikely, the 
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Norwegians were already across in strength and preparing to surround the unsuspecting English at 

the ford. 

Edwin’s Mercians were now a sideshow for the battle at the ford. At dusk some survivors might have 

been able to slip back to York after perhaps five hours fighting. But one source indicates that this 

force surrendered perhaps after a very bloody fight but possibly because their retreat route to York 

had been blocked. Later, Edwin was brought to King Harald, who let him go after a negotiation that 

was surprisingly generous but reflects Harald’s strategic thinking. This was much to the annoyance of 

Tostig who wanted him executed. 

It might have taken the Norwegian’s half an hour to cross in sufficient numbers to force the 

Mercians back and then to fight their way to the ford. While this was going on, the rest of the 

Norsemen were apparently suffering heavy casualties as they attempted to cross the wide, boggy 

ditch of Germany Beck to reach the English bank. This was the battle that Morcar had wanted to 

fight. For his men overlooking the ditch and dealing out death to any of the attackers who reached 

their bank, eventual victory must still have seemed within sight because the disaster unfolding 

beside the river was well beyond their view. 

Surrounding the men in the ford 

The first thing many of the English warriors might have known of the trap that was about to enclose 

them would have been when those behind them were felled by the first Norwegian warriors to 

reach the ford. Having pushed Edwin’s Mercians back along the Ouse bank, fresh legs would have 

raced the 80 metres along the English side of the beck and up the incline to appear at the backs of 

the Northumbrians. 

As the minutes passed, dozens more Norwegians arrived to attack the defenceless backs of the 

English. The confusion would not have lasted long. Even amid the noise of battle the English would 

have been alerted to the disaster that was looming. One Orkney source tells us that Morcar had his 

men turn round to face the new threat. 

Retreat was a particularly dangerous phase in any battle. If controlled and conducted carefully, it is 

possible to extract troops with few casualties. Retreat is not the same as running away. Turning your 

back towards your enemy presented them with almost every advantage. Instead of a shield to parry 

the blows the enemy would have an open target to hurl any available missiles at, unseen by those in 

flight. If they turned, momentum would also be with the pursuer. At the battle of Brunanburh it is 

recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle that ‘the west Saxons hewed the fugitive from behind terribly 

with their sharpened blades’. 

The real danger comes if a retreat becomes disordered and turns into a rout. This is a situation that 

can turn defeat into a slaughter. So long as the army maintained its cohesion it could avoid the 

slaughter. One soldier surrounded by three enemies is bound to die as he cannot face them all. Two 

soldiers have a chance as they can protect each other’s back. This crude military logic can be 

extended to show that it makes sense to stick together. Anglo-Saxons and Norse warriors would 

have understood this lethal logic. 

Perhaps Earl Morcar’s housecarls were able to stem the flow but soon the weight of Norwegian 

numbers would have overwhelmed them. The Norsemen gradually occupied the ridge that Morcar’s 

army had held that morning. Within a short while the men at the ford were isolated from the rest of 

the army. 

The fate of the Northumbrians, providing a rear guard was sealed. They were surrounded. They 

could not escape so they would have to stand and fight. It might have taken time to destroy this ring 

of warriors. Sources suggesting that they were speared and drowned which fits the particular 
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environment with a surging tide in the late afternoon. When the saga tells us that one could walk 

‘dry-foot’ across the bodies, it might be an accurate description of the morning after the battle as 

the bodies would be trapped at the ford by the raised road. Half a dozen tidal surges of muddy water 

up to the ford over the next few days, might have enhanced the macabre spectacle of the bodies to 

make them look like stepping-stones.  

For Earl Morcar, now reduced to perhaps half an army, the situation was perilous. He had skilfully 

managed to extract himself and kept some troops together for an organised retreat. Florence of 

Worcester, using a source that is lost to us, provides this commentary. The English ‘fought so bravely 

at the onset that many of the enemy were overthrown; but after a long contest the English were 

unable to withstand the attacks of the Norwegians and fled with great loss.’ He adds, ‘More were 

drowned in the river than slain on the field.’  

The comment that they ‘fled’ might also be accurate. One of the chronicles agrees that the English 

‘fought that host and made great slaughter of them; but a great number of the English were either 

slain or drowned or driven in flight, and the Norwegians had possession of the place of slaughter.’ 

The saga and several Nordic poems about the battle agree that after a long battle, the English fled: 

‘and they soon broke into flight, some running up the river, some down, and the most leaping into 

the ditch.’ We have identified the Mercians retreating up the river, and the Northumbrians being 

driven into and along the ditch with the inevitability of drowning for anybody who could not escape 

to the east along the ditch.  

All sources agree that the English exit was along the ditch. One describes them moving to a place 

where there was no opposition. The landscape that had provided a secure flank now provided a 

haven for Morcar’s survivors. Placed in the context of the landscape where these events took place 

it was certainly feasible to conduct a tactical retreat. Further east, there were several areas where 

dry ground stood above the wetland. These ‘islands’ would provide defendable locations during the 

retreat and until sunset and the returning tide allowed them to break contact.  

Had Earl Tostig known that Earl Morcar had survived he might have organised a more effective 

follow-up. However, the saga reports erroneously that Earl Morcar had been killed at the ford. 

Perhaps his banner had fallen among the dead at the ford. This was the story that was carried back 

to Norway by the few survivors from Stamford Bridge so is the story recorded in all their sagas.  

Defeat 

Earl Edwin was back in the city, after a short spell as Harald’s prisoner, so there was still some 

leadership in the city. Some of Edwin’s Mercian foot soldiers might even have reached the city in 

time to hear of the defeat. If they did arrive in York, their presence might have prevented the city 

from being occupied or sacked by the victors although the city is far enough from Germany Beck not 

to have been engaged in the battle. The city quickly came to terms.  

Earl Morcar was, wisely, elsewhere. King Harald and Earl Tostig went into York themselves to 

arrange for hostages, provisions and support before returning to the ships. The inhabitants 

recognised Harald as their king and agreed to assist him against Harold Godwinson. Harald 

demanded 150 hostages. They had the customary five days to deliver the hostages. Monday was the 

day agreed. King Harald and Earl Tostig left content ‘that all would go southward with them, and 

gain this land’.  

The battle at the muddy ford appeared to have settled the issue of England’s government. However, 

two more extraordinary battles over the next few weeks would bring about different resolutions. 

Instead of becoming one of the iconic battles of the English story, Fulford, like its victims, would 

soon be lost. 
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The ease, with which the surviving descriptions of the military actions and their effect can be 

matched to this complex landscape, reinforces the confidence we can have that it is the location of 

what we know as the battle of Fulford. 
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